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Review

Plasmon–Exciton Interactions: Spontaneous Emission 
and Strong Coupling

Hong Wei,* Xiaohong Yan, Yijie Niu, Qiang Li, Zhili Jia, and Hongxing Xu

The extraordinary optical properties of surface plasmons in metal nanostruc-
tures provide the possibilities to enhance and accelerate the spontaneous 
emission, and manipulate the decay and emission processes of quantum 
emitters. The extremely small mode volume of plasmonic nanocavities 
also benefits the realization of plasmon–exciton strong coupling. Here, 
the progress on the study of plasmon modified spontaneous emission and 
plasmon–exciton strong coupling are reviewed. The fundamentals of surface 
plasmons and quantum emitters, and the methods for assembling coupling 
systems of plasmonic nanostructures and quantum emitters are first intro-
duced. Then the major aspects of plasmon modified spontaneous emission, 
including emission intensity, lifetime, spectral profile, direction, polarization, 
and energy transfer are reviewed. The coupling of quantum emitters and 
plasmonic waveguides is then discussed. Next, the developments of strong 
coupling between plasmonic structures and various quantum emitters are 
reviewed. Finally a few applications are highlighted followed by conclusions 
and outlook.
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1. Introduction

Metal nanostructures support surface 
plasmons (SPs), quanta of collective 
oscillations of free electrons at metal–
dielectric interfaces. Their coupling with 
photons leads to the formation of surface 
plasmon polaritons, which enables the 
manipulation of light beyond the diffrac-
tion limit. Due to the excitation of SPs, 
metal nanostructures show many extraor-
dinary optical properties. One of the most 
prominent properties of SPs is the con-
finement of electromagnetic field into 
nanoscale volume, leading to the enhance-
ment of local electromagnetic field and 
local density of optical states (LDOS). In 
nanogaps of nearby metal nanostructures, 
the enhancement is extremely promi-
nent.[1–3] The field enhancement effect has 
been used for enhancing various optical 
processes, such as Raman scattering,[4] 

fluorescence,[5–7] optical forces,[8,9] lasing,[10,11] and various non-
linear processes.[12–14] The SP resonance frequencies can be 
finely tuned by controlling the nanostructure geometries, and 
are very sensitive to the dielectric environment.[15] The SPs can 
propagate in 1D nanostructures with the field tightly confined 
in the transverse cross section, providing nanowaveguides for 
electromagnetic energy guiding.[16] These extraordinary proper-
ties offer powerful abilities to manipulate light and light–matter 
interaction at nanoscale for both fundamental sciences and 
the applications in various fields such as information tech-
nology,[16,17] ultrasensitive sensing and detection,[15,18] medical 
diagnosis and therapy,[19] chemical reactions,[20–22] and energy 
resources.[23]

Quantum emitters (QEs) with nanoscale sizes are important 
for various applications such as light emitting devices, display 
devices, and single-photon sources. SPs offer a very useful tool 
to enhance and control the performances of QEs. For QEs in 
the proximity of plasmonic nanostructures, the excitation of 
SPs may modify the excitation rate and the spontaneous emis-
sion of the QEs, depending on the wavelength of the SPs. Since 
the frequency of SP resonance can be finely tuned by tailoring 
the geometries of the metal nanostructures, it is feasible to 
match the SP resonance wavelengths with the excitation or/
and emission wavelengths. For SPs resonant with the excita-
tion light, the local electromagnetic field intensity is largely 
enhanced, resulting in the enhancement of excitation rate. If 
the emission wavelength of the QEs is located within the SP 
resonance band, the decay rates of the excitons in QEs will 
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be modified due to the modified LDOS according to Purcell 
effect.[24,25] Coupling with plasmonic nanostructures usually 
leads to the increase of the spontaneous emission rate, corre-
sponding to shorter lifetime. The intensity of fluorescence (also 
called photoluminescence, PL) can be enhanced or weakened, 
jointly affected by both the excitation enhancement and the 
emission modification. The plasmon–exciton interaction can 
also modulate the emission spectra, direction and polarization, 
mediate interaction between different emitters, and influence 
multiexciton processes, providing a versatile platform to manip-
ulate the decay processes of QEs.

In addition to the efforts to manipulate the spontaneous 
emission by careful design and construction of plasmon cou-
pled systems, two research topics about the plasmon–exciton 
coupling have received much attention in recent years. One 
is the coupling between QEs and plasmonic waveguides. Plas-
monic waveguides enable the propagation of SPs in a well 
defined direction, and the hybrid systems of QEs coupling 
with plasmonic waveguides can be used as building blocks 
for quantum plasmonic circuits.[16,26] Another hot topic is 
the strong coupling between QEs and plasmonic nanostruc-
tures.[27,28] When the coupling strength exceeds the mean 
damping rate of SPs and excitons, the plasmon–exciton interac-
tion enters the strong coupling regime. Under strong coupling 
condition, plasmon–exciton polaritons, also called plexcitons, 
are formed. Due to the unique properties of plexcitons, the 
strong coupling systems provide a promising platform for 
many quantum optics applications. Strong coupling has been 
realized using a variety of plasmonic nanostructures, with the 
number of QEs decreased to the single emitter level.

Here, we review the main progress on the spontaneous 
emission and strong coupling in hybrid systems of plasmonic 
nanostructures and optical nanoemitters. We first concisely 
introduce the fundamentals of SPs and QEs in Sections  2 
and 3, respectively. Then we review the typical methods for pre-
paring the coupled systems of metal nanostructures and QEs in 
Section 4. In Section 5, different aspects of SP modified spon-
taneous emission are reviewed, mainly including fundamentals 
for excitation enhancement and Purcell effect, SP modified 
fluorescence brightness, decay rates, spectra, emission direc-
tion and polarization, and SP assisted energy transfer between 
emitters. Plasmonic waveguide modified spontaneous emis-
sion is introduced in Section 6. Section 7 covers the progress of 
strong coupling between different types of emitters and various 
plasmonic nanostructures. In Section 8, we briefly summarize 
some applications relating to the weak and strong coupling 
between SPs and QEs. At last, this review is concluded with 
some thoughts on the future developments.

2. Surface Plasmons in Metal Nanostructures

SPs are collective oscillations of conduction electrons at the 
metal–dielectric interface. At the surface of extended metal 
structures, SPs propagate as surface-confined electromagnetic 
waves, while in small metal nanoparticles (NPs), SPs are fea-
tured as highly localized electromagnetic field on the NP sur-
face. The two forms of SPs in metal nanostructures are usually 
called propagating SPs and localized SPs, respectively.

2.1. Localized Surface Plasmon Resonances

A metal nanosphere in uniform dielectric environment is the 
simplest structure to show the fundamentals of localized SPs. 
Driven by the external field, electrons move away from the 
positive ion core, so that opposite charges accumulate on the 
two sides of the nanosphere, as schematically shown in the left 
panel of Figure 1a. The accumulation of charges will result in 
a Coulomb restoring force to pull the electrons back, so that 
a repetitive back and forth oscillation occurs. If the frequency 
of the incident light matches the oscillation frequency, a reso-
nance occurs, corresponding to the peak in extinction spectrum 
(right panel of Figure 1a). This is called localized SP resonance 
(LSPR). The absorption and scattering lead to the damping 
of the SP mode, corresponding to the linewidth of the extinc-
tion spectrum. Increasing the refractive index of the dielectric 
medium will lead to the redshift of resonance wavelength. The 
sensitive dependence of resonance wavelength on the environ-
mental refractive index can be used for sensing applications.

The LSPR frequency is dependent on the size and shape 
of the NPs. The spectral peak is redshifted as the nano-
sphere becomes larger. For a metal nanorod, depending on 
the polarization of the driving field, two classes of SP modes 
can be excited, corresponding to the charge oscillations along 
the major and minor axis (usually called longitudinal modes 
and transverse modes, respectively).[29] With the increase of 
the aspect ratio, the longitudinal dipolar SP resonance is red-
shifted. For metal nanorods with larger aspect ratio, the high 
order longitudinal SP modes can appear within the visible to 
near infrared spectral range.[30] The multiple resonances pro-
vide more options for matching the LSPR wavelength with exci-
tation laser wavelength and emission wavelength of QEs. The 
aggregation of metal NPs can change the SP response of indi-
vidual NPs due to the electromagnetic coupling. The simplest 
nanoaggregate is a dimer composed of two metal NPs. The cou-
pling of two NPs forms new SP modes. For the excitation light 
polarized parallel to the dimer axis, the longitudinal coupling 
of the dipolar mode results in a mode with LSPR wavelength 
redshifted relative to that of single NP, while for the excitation 
light polarized perpendicular to the dimer axis, the transverse 
coupling results in a mode with slightly blueshifted LSPR wave-
length.[31] The decrease of the nanogap redshifts the resonance 
wavelength of the longitudinal mode until quantum effects 
become noticeable.

Under resonance frequency, the electric field near the nano-
sphere surface is largely enhanced compared with the inci-
dent field.[32] The in-phase coupling of two dipoles excited by 
incident light polarized parallel to the interparticle axis leads 
to strong localization and large enhancement of electric field 
in the nanogap between the two NPs.[1,2] The field enhance-
ment factor decreases as the polarization is rotated away from 
the parallel direction, as clearly shown in Figure  1b.[33] The 
nanogap between two plasmonic nanostructures form a nano-
cavity, which is the “hot spot” that can significantly amplify 
weak optical signals. This nanogap effect enables the giant 
enhancement of light–matter interactions at nanometer scale 
and is the foundation for many plasmonic applications. The 
field enhancement in the nanogap is generally increased with 
the decrease of the gap size. In the sub-nanometer gaps, the 
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quantum effects make the field enhancement factor smaller 
than what predicted by classical electromagnetic theory,[34,35] 
and could reduce the electric field enhancement for extremely 
small gap distance.[36–38]

2.2. Propagating Surface Plasmons

In 2D and 1D metal structures, SPs can propagate in the 
extended directions with the electric field confined in the per-
pendicular directions. The 1D plasmonic nanostructures can 
function as nanowaveguides to realize light guiding with lat-
eral confinement beyond the diffraction limit, which provides 
a fundamental building block for constructing on-chip inte-
grated nanophotonic circuits. Figure  1c shows the illustration 
of propagating SPs on a metal nanowire (NW) and the disper-
sion relations of different order SP modes. Compared with the 
light in vacuum, the wave vector of the SPs is larger. Therefore, 
they cannot directly interact with free-space light. To excite the 
propagating SPs by light, some schemes that can compensate 
the momentum mismatch can be employed, for example, scat-
tering at the NW end, and near-field coupling. The emission 
of optical nanoemitters can also excite the propagating SPs on 
nanowaveguides. The single photon emission property of some 
QEs renders the excitation of single quantized plasmons. The 
coupling of QEs and plasmonic waveguides not only modifies 
the spontaneous emission, but also enables the propagation 
of the radiation from the QEs along the waveguides, providing 
more possibilities to manipulate the spontaneous emission. In 
addition to metal NW, several 1D nanostructures based on metal 
film can also function as plasmonic waveguides, such as groove 
or slot in metal film, wedge protrusion on metal film, dielectric 
NW or nanostripe on metal film (usually called dielectric-loaded 

plasmonic waveguide), and high-refractive-index NW on metal 
film with low-refractive-index spacer between them (usually 
called hybrid plasmonic waveguide). These waveguides support 
propagating SP modes with different field confinement and 
propagation loss.

The simple structure of a metal NW makes it a promising 
candidate to construct compact integrated nanophotonic cir-
cuits, and has been widely used for coupling with single QEs 
as will be seen in Section 6. Here we briefly introduce the prop-
erties of propagating SPs on metal NWs. The electric field of 
propagating SPs can be confined around the metal NW even 
if the NW diameter is much smaller than the light wavelength, 
making it a nanowaveguide breaking the diffraction limit. The 
left panel of Figure 1d shows the electric field distributions of 
the two lowest order SP modes, TM0 mode and HE1 mode, of 
a cylindrical silver NW. The effective refractive index of the SP 
mode, which equals to k/k0 (k and k0 are the SP wave vector 
and vacuum wave vector, respectively), reflects the degree of 
field confinement. As shown in the right panel of Figure 1d, the 
effective refractive index for TM0 mode is increased with the 
decrease of the NW radius, indicating tighter field confinement 
for thinner NWs. For HE1 mode, the effective refractive index 
is smaller and shows an opposite trend with the change of the 
NW radius. The tighter field confinement leads to the larger 
loss in metal. Therefore, the propagation length of the TM0 
mode is shorter and is decreased with the decrease of the NW 
radius, while the propagation length of the HE1 mode shows 
opposite behavior. When the TM0 and one or two degenerate 
HE1 modes are excited simultaneously in the NW, the coherent 
superposition of these modes can lead to zigzag or chiral elec-
tric field distribution along the NW.[16,40,41] At the end of the NW, 
the propagating SPs are converted to photons. The SP modes, 
the NW geometries and dielectric environments determine 

Figure 1. a) Schematic illustrations of SP resonance. Left: Under excitation of light polarized in horizontal direction, the positive and negative charges 
are separated on two sides of a metal NP. Right: The extinction spectrum of the NP. ωSP and γSP represent the resonance frequency and the damping 
rate of SPs, respectively. b) Local electric field intensity enhancement in logarithmic scale in a plane through the centers of the Ag nanospheres and 
perpendicular to the incident wave vector. The arrows represent the different polarizations of the incident light. c) Left: Schematic of SPs propagating 
on a metal NW with pentagonal cross section. Right: Illustration of the dispersion relations of different order SP modes in a metal NW. d) Left: Electric 
field distributions of TM0 and HE1 modes in a Ag NW with a radius of 60 nm at vacuum wavelength of 633 nm. Right: Effective refractive index and 
propagation length of the TM0 and HE1 modes as a function of the NW radius. (b) Reproduced with permission.[33] Copyright 2003, Wiley. (c) Repro-
duced with permission.[16] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. (d) Reproduced with permission.[39] Copyright 2014, Nature Publishing Group.
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the characteristics, such as direction and polarization, of the 
emitted light at the NW ends, which can be utilized to manipu-
late the emission of the QEs coupled with the NW. Moreover, 
a NW of finite length can function as a Fabry–Pérot resonator, 
which can modulate the emission spectra of QEs coupling with 
the NW.

3. Quantum Emitters

The QEs used in SP-involved optical experiments mainly 
include molecules, quantum dots (QDs), color centers in dia-
mond nanocrystals, and atomic layer 2D materials like transi-
tion metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs). In quantum confined 
systems, the electronic states are discrete. The interaction of 
light with QEs can be described by two steps: the absorption 
and the spontaneous emission. For simplicity, the QE can be 
described as a two-level system, which can well describe the 
main optical properties of different QEs, in spite of their dif-
ferent structures. By absorbing the photon energy, the elec-
tron is excited from the ground state to the excited state. The 
electron in the excited state experiences vibrational relaxation 
before returning to the ground state, as schematically shown 
in Figure 2a. Due to the vibrational relaxation, the fluorescence 
emitted by the QE is redshifted, enabling the easy detection of 
the fluorescence.

The relaxation to the ground state can be achieved by dif-
ferent channels, for example, radiative decay by emitting pho-
tons, and nonradiative decay generating heat. The duration 
in the excited state is usually called the lifetime of the excited 
state, and is the reciprocal of the total decay rate, that is,  
τ = 1/γ = 1/(γrad + γnrad), where γrad and γnrad are the decay rates 
of the radiative decay channel and nonradiative decay channel, 
respectively. The total decay rate γ is usually called spontaneous 
emission rate, which means the rate at which an emitter in 
excited state returning to the ground state by dissipating energy 
through different channels. The quantum yield of the fluo-
rescence is defined as η = γrad/(γrad + γnrad), which reflects the 
probability of the QE emitting light after absorbing a photon. 
Some QEs show blinking behavior in their fluorescence due to 
the transition to dark states. The fluorescence intensity detected 
in experiment can be described by I  = Cγexcη, where C is the 

collection/detection efficiency of the experimental setup, γexc is 
the excitation rate, and η is the quantum yield. In structured 
environment as the case of coupling with plasmonic nanostruc-
tures, the modification of the fluorescence intensity is caused 
by the changes of the above three parameters, which will be dis-
cussed in Section 5.

One significant property of some QEs is the single photon 
emission, that is, a QE excited under proper conditions can 
emit only one photon at a time, which manifests as a photon 
antibunching behavior as can be measured from the second 
order correlation function of the emitted photons. Figure  2b 
shows the sketch for measuring the antibunching behavior in 
the time domain by Hanbury Brown and Twiss experiment. The 
emitted light is split into two paths by a 50/50 beam splitter, 
and recorded by two detectors. The single photon emission 
determines that the two detectors cannot detect photons at the 
same time. This makes QEs nanoscale single-photon sources 
which are important for various quantum optics applications. 
In addition to atoms, molecules, QDs, and color centers, defects 
in 2D materials and carbon nanotubes are found to show single 
photon emission behaviors.[42,43]

The spontaneous emission rate can be obtained according to 
Fermi’s golden rule, and is determined by the transition dipole 
moment and the LDOS. When the emitter-field coupling con-
stant is much smaller than the decay rate γ, it is assigned as 
weak coupling. In the weak coupling regime, the modification 
of the spontaneous emission rate can be described by classical 
theory, and the enhancement of the radiative decay rate can be 
obtained by the enhancement of the radiated power.[44] When 
the coupling constant is larger than the decay rate, the strong 
coupling regime is reached. In the strong coupling regime, 
hybrid states are formed, which can result in the splitting of 
emission spectra. The small mode volume of SPs facilitates 
the realization of strong coupling between QEs and plasmonic 
nanostructures, as will be discussed in Section 7.

4. Methods for Preparing the Coupled Systems  
of Metal Nanostructures and Quantum Emitters
Precisely controlling the relative position and orientation of 
QEs and plasmonic nanostructures is vital to manipulate the 

Figure 2. a) Energy diagram illustrating the absorption and decay of a QE. b) Schematic of the optical setup for measuring the second order correlation 
function of the emitted photons. The curve at top-right corner shows the second order correlation function for a single-photon source.
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exciton–plasmon coupling and is a challenging task. Various 
kinds of methods for constructing the hybrid systems have been 
developed, including self-assembly by molecular linkers, silica 
encapsulation, nanomanipulation and nanopositioning, litho-
graphically fabricated masks, microfluidic flow control,[45] elec-
trohydrodynamic nanoprinting,[46] two-photon polymerization,[47] 
etc. In this section, we briefly introduce some typical methods.

4.1. Self-Assembly

Self-assembly is the process by which individual components 
spontaneously form organized structures due to specific inter-
actions. Self-assembly can occur in systems with a wide range 
of sizes, and is a very useful method to construct hybrid struc-
tures by connecting individual components with high preci-
sion and high yield.[48] Therefore, it is a very flexible and easy 
method for preparing the hybrid systems of metal nanostruc-
tures and optical nanoemitters. Here we will mainly introduce 
some schemes of assembling plasmonic NPs and nanoemitters 
by linkers. The linkers commonly used in direct self-assembly 
process mainly include polymers, thiol molecules, biological 
molecules, and DNA origami.

For gold nanostructures, the thiols and thiolated ligands 
have been used mostly as functional linkers due to the stabi-
lized AuS bond.[49,50] Nepal et al. demonstrated the assembly 
of QDs and Au nanorods with precisely tuned separation and 
number of QDs on each nanorod.[49] As shown in Figure 3a, the 
amino functional alkythiol was chosen as ligand and bonded 
with gold surface. The terminal amines on QDs and nanorods 
will be converted to thiols through the excess of Traut’s rea-
gent, and the assembly is realized through dithiol coupling. 
By employing aminoalkylthiols with different lengths of alkyl 
chain, the separation of QD and nanorod can be controlled. 
In addition, the number of QDs surrounding the Au nanorod 
can be tuned by changing the stoichiometric ratio of QD to Au 
nanorod, as shown in the transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) images in Figure 3a.

The biological molecule linkers are also widely employed 
in self-assembly based on the processes such as the hybridi-
zation of complementary single-strand DNA, and the biotin–
streptavidin coupling.[51,52] Cohen–Hoshen et  al. reported 
the assembly of Au NPs functionalized by thiol-DNA-biotin 
molecules with QDs covered with streptavidin.[53] As shown 
in Figure  3b, Au NPs attached by one or multiple QDs were 
obtained by controlling the number ratio of QD to NP. In 

Figure 3. a) Top: Schematic of directed assembly of QD-Au nanorod architectures in water. Bottom: TEM images of QD-Au nanorod coupled struc-
tures. Scale bars are 25 nm. b) Different QD-NP complexes assembled by streptavidin molecules on QDs and biotin-dsDNA-thiol molecules on Au 
NPs. c) TEM image of a single QD (marked by yellow circle) attached to a silica-coated Au NP. d) Schematic of the hybrid NP architecture consisting 
of a Au nanorod core and a silica shell, with the dye molecules (RhBITC) embedded throughout the silica shell. e) Scheme of assembling Au NP and 
nanodiamond using AFM. f) Sketch of Au NP on a nanofiber tip over the molecules on the glass slide. Inset: SEM image of a Au NP attached to the 
end of a pointed optical fiber. g) Top: Schematic illustration of the two-step lithography process for making holes at the center of bowtie structures 
and the interfacial capillary force assisted method for driving QDs into the holes. Bottom: SEM images of nanobowties with a nanohole in the resist 
(left) and with QDs in the nanogaps. Scale bars are 20 nm. (a) Reproduced with permission.[49] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. (b) Repro-
duced with permission.[53] Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society. (c) Reproduced with permission.[62] Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society.  
(d) Reproduced with permission.[65] Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society. (e) Reproduced with permission.[66] Copyright 2016, Wiley. (f) Repro-
duced with permission.[6] Copyright 2006, American Physical Society. (g) Reproduced with permission.[67] Copyright 2016, Nature Publishing Group.
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particular, NP-QD-NP structure can be constructed when 
a few molecules are attached to a single QD (right panel of 
Figure 3b). Through the hybridization of complimentary DNA 
strands, Au NP dimers with a single QD in the nanogap was 
successfully assembled.[54] By using DNA origami technique, 
similar coupled systems with a single molecule or a single QD 
positioned in the nanogap of a plasmonic NP dimer can also be 
obtained.[55–58]

Metal nanostructures can be coated with silica shells, and 
silica can be easily modified with ligands for connecting with 
fluorescent emitters.[59–61] The controlled thickness of the 
silica shell provides a simple method for tuning the interac-
tions between the emitters and the metal core.[60,61] It was 
demonstrated that, by modifying the surface of Au@SiO2 
core–shell NPs with a positively charged polyelectrolyte, single 
QDs coated by negatively charged ligands were successfully 
attached to the NPs (Figure 3c).[62] The silica shells coated on 
metal NPs can be highly porous under proper experimental 
conditions.[63] The mesostructured silica shell can be doped 
with molecules, leading to the formation of the coupled sys-
tems of plasmonic NPs and emitters.[64,65] Figure  3d shows 
the sketch for the hybrid nanostructure of a Au nanorod with 
rhodamine B isothiocyanate (RhBITC) molecules embedded 
in the silica shell.[65–72]

4.2. Manipulation and Nanopositioning

The hybrid system can be assembled by manipulating plas-
monic nanostructure or QE through the tip of a scanning 
probe microscope, such as atomic force microscope (AFM). 
The typical steps of nanomanipulation using AFM probe are 
the so-called “imaging–moving” process. First, topography is 
measured by using tapping mode of AFM and the locations 
of the nanocomponents are obtained. Then, nanomanipu-
lation is performed by utilizing contact mode to move one 
component close to the other. After finishing the construc-
tion of the hybrid system, the optical measurements can be 
performed in situ for the same hybrid structure. The distance 
between different building blocks can be controlled with high 
accuracy. Figure  3e shows the sketch for manipulating a Au 
nanorod by the AFM tip to move toward a fluorescent nano-
diamond. By moving the Au nanorod to different positions 
relative to the nanodiamond, different configurations of the 
nanorod–nanodiamond hybrid structure were constructed, 
leading to different emission patterns.[66] By utilizing this 
technique, composites of different plasmonic nanostruc-
tures and different QEs were assembled, such as Au NPs 
and QDs,[68–70] and Ag NWs and nanodiamonds.[71] Com-
plex hybrid systems consisting of multiple components can 
also be constructed by careful nanomanipulation. A nano-
diamond containing a single nitrogen vacancy (NV) center 
and two Au nanospheres were assembled step-by-step, with 
the nanodiamond located in the gap between the two nano-
spheres.[72] A U-shaped nanostructure consisting of three 
gold nanorods and two silica-encapsulated QDs was built by 
AFM nanomanipulation.[73]

Metal NPs or QEs can be attached to the end of the scan-
ning probe. The nanopositioning ability of scanning probe 

microscope enables the precise control of the interaction 
between plasmonic nanostructures and QEs. The coupling 
between a single Au NP and a fluorescent molecule was con-
trolled by scanning a Au nanosphere attached to the tip of 
an optical nanofiber over the molecules on the glass slide 
(Figure  3f).[5,6] By controlling the lateral and vertical distance 
between the NP and the molecule, the fluorescence enhance-
ment or quenching was observed. On the contrary, the emitters 
can be attached to the probe tip with the plasmonic nanostruc-
tures on the substrate. The fluorescence lifetime imaging on 
metal NWs was performed by attaching a fluorescent nanobead 
to a nanofiber tip,[74] or attaching a nanodiamond containing a 
single NV center to an AFM tip.[75] The QEs on the probe tip 
can be placed on the sample surface under proper conditions. 
By inducing long-range electrostatic forces between an AFM 
tip and an opaque conductive substrate, a nanodiamond con-
taining a NV center was transferred to the center of a silver 
bullseye structure.[76]

4.3. Mask and Template

The development of top-down nanofabrication techniques has 
enabled the highly controllable fabrication of plasmonic nano-
structures and nanodevices. Electron beam lithography (EBL) 
is a widely used technique for fabricating nanostructures with 
high accuracy. The hybrid systems of plasmonic nanostructures 
and QEs can be prepared by a two-step EBL process. The first 
lithography step defines the pattern of the plasmonic nano-
structures on the resist followed by deposition of metal layer. 
The second lithography step opens windows of nanoscale sizes 
in the resist at specific positions of the metal nanostructures for 
subsequent deposition of QEs.

Santhosh et  al. prepared Ag nanobowties with QDs in 
the nanogaps by the two-step EBL process (Figure  3g).[67] 
The nanobowties were first fabricated by EBL with the gap 
size of ≈20  nm. Then the nanoholes were patterned in the 
resist with EBL at the center of the nanogap between the two 
nanotriangles, and the QDs were driven into the nanoholes 
by the interfacial capillary force during the solvent evapora-
tion.[77] As confirmed by the scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) images in Figure 3g, the QDs were positioned in the 
nanogaps of the bowtie nanoantennas. Using similar method, 
Gruber et  al. fabricated Ag NWs with QDs assembled at the 
ends of the NWs.[78] It is also possible to first deposit QDs 
in the areas defined by EBL, and then fabricate the metal 
NWs in the second step EBL process.[79] Recently, Meng et al. 
developed a method to make nanoholes in polymer by using 
hot scanning nanoprobe, and demonstrated the assembly of 
single QDs and a Ag NW.[80]

The assembly of QEs into the nanoholes can also be real-
ized by chemically modifying the nanohole areas for chemical 
binding of QEs to the metal nanostructures. Curto et al. func-
tionalized the nanohole areas created by the second EBL step by 
a self-assembled monolayer of mercaptoundecanoic acid. The 
QDs were successfully immobilized at the desired positions of 
gold nanorods and Yagi–Uda antennas.[81,82] Similar procedures 
were employed to assemble single QDs with single Au nano-
disks and nanodisk dimers.[83]
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5. Plasmon Modified Spontaneous Emission

5.1. Excitation Enhancement and Purcell Effect

When a QE is placed close to a plasmonic structure, both the 
excitation rate and decay rate are modified due to the excita-
tion of SP modes. As introduced in Section 3, the fluorescence 
intensity of the QE is determined by three factors: the excita-
tion rate, the quantum yield, and the collection efficiency. In 
this section, we will mainly discuss the influence of plas-
monic nanostructure to the excitation rate and decay rate. The 
quantum yield can be modified by coupling to SP modes due 
to the change of decay rates to different channels. The collec-
tion efficiency can be influenced because the nanostructure can 
modify the direction of the fluorescence emission, which will 
be discussed in Section 5.3.

The plasmonic nanostructure can function as an optical 
nanoantenna to concentrate light into nanoscale volumes 
around the nanostructure, leading to largely enhanced local 
electromagnetic filed. Since the excitation rate γexc ∝ |μ·E|2, 
where μ is transition dipole moment and E is local electric field, 
the plasmon-enhanced local electric field around the metal 
nanostructure can largely enhance the excitation rate of the 
nearby QE. As discussed in Section  2, the field enhancement 
is extremely strong in the nanogaps of coupled nanostructures. 
Thus, placing the QE into the nanogap with large field enhance-
ment is an effective way to enhance the emission intensity.

The spontaneous emission is not an intrinsic property of a 
QE, but can be modulated by the interaction with the environ-
ment. The decay rate in a structured environment is modified 
compared with that in free space, and is proportional to the 
LDOS. This phenomenon is known as Purcell effect, as Pur-
cell first discovered in 1946 that the spontaneous transition 
rate of a nuclear magnetic moment can be enhanced by cou-
pling to a resonant electrical circuit.[24] For a QE coupled with 
a metal nanostructure, the total decay rate can be expressed as  
γtot  = γrad,m  + γnrad,m, where γrad,m is the radiative decay rate, 
γnrad,m is the nonradiative decay rate, and the letter m in the 
subscripts represents the QE coupling with the metal nano-
structure. In literature, the ratio of the total decay rate for the 
QE coupled with plasmonic structure and for the bare QE is 

often called Purcell factor, although other definition of Purcell 
factor is also used in some papers. As the total decay rate is the 
reciprocal of the lifetime of the excited state measured in exper-
iments, it is convenient to obtain the Purcell factor in experi-
ments by this definition.

For a cavity mode resonant with the QE transition frequency, 
under optimal position and orientation of the QE, the Purcell 

factor is F
Q

V

3

4
P

0

3

2

γ
γ

λ
π

= = , where γ and γ0 are the spontaneous 

emission rate for a QE coupled with an optical cavity and for 
a QE in free space, respectively, Q is the quality factor of the 
cavity mode, and V is the effective volume.[25] Therefore, there 
are two strategies to increase the decay rate, that is coupling 
the QE with a cavity of high Q or small V. In spite of the low 
quality factor of plasmonic nanocavities, the small mode 
volume can efficiently enhance the decay rate. The small size 
of plasmonic nanostructures determines the coupling system 
can be ultra-compact, and the low Q guarantees a broader 
spectral band for engineering the spontaneous emission of the 
QE. Moreover, theoretical study shows that the maximum rate 
of single photon emission for the QE coupled with plasmonic 
nanostructures is two orders of magnitude higher than that for 
the QE coupled with dielectric resonators.[84]

The coupling between a QE and a plasmonic nanostruc-
ture, taking a metal nanosphere as an example, can be intui-
tively understood by the dipole–dipole interaction, in analogy 
to Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET). The exciton 
in the excited QE will transfer part energy to the metal 
nanosphere, exciting the SP mode (Figure  4a). The energy 
transfer rate depends on the orientation of the dipole and 
the plasmon mode, the separation distance, and the spec-
tral overlap between the SP resonance and the QE emission. 
The energy of the SPs will be partly radiated as photons and 
partly absorbed by the metal NP and finally converted to 
heat. The fluorescence detected in the far field can be classi-
fied into two parts. One part is the far-field emission radiated 
directly by the QE, and the other part is the scattering of the 
SP mode in the NP excited by the exciton in the QE due to 
energy transfer. Under proper conditions, the latter part can 
be dominant. The quantum yield of the fluorescence for the 
QE coupled with a plasmonic nanostructure can be expressed 

Figure 4. a) Schematic illustration of the decay channels of a QE coupling with a metal nanostructure. b,c) Calculated excitation rate (red), quantum 
yield (blue), and fluorescence rate (black) as a function of molecule-particle separation. The solid curves are the results of calculations using multiple 
multipole method (max. error 2%) whereas the dashed curves correspond to the dipole approximation which fails for short distances z. In (b) the 
particle diameter is 80 nm and in (c) it is indicated in the figure. Excitation wavelength is 650 nm. (b) and (c) Reproduced with permission.[6] Copyright 
2006, American Physical Society.
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as η γ γ γ γ γ γ γ γ= = ′ + +− − −/ [ /( )]/m rad,m tot rad ET SP rad SP rad SP nrad tot, where 
radγ ′  is the rate of direct free-space radiation, γET is the energy 

transfer rate between the QE and the plasmonic structure, 
γSP-rad and γSP-nrad are the rates at which the SPs are radiated 
as photons and damped by absorption, respectively. Due to 
the increase of the nonradiative decay rate, the fluorescence 
quantum yield can be decreased compared with the QE without 
coupling to plasmonic nanostructures, especially for QEs with 
originally high quantum yield. However, for the QEs with 
low quantum yield, the fluorescence quantum yield can be 
enhanced by plasmonic nanostructures.

Usually, the part of the fluorescence directly emitted by 
the QE without coupling to SPs and the part of fluorescence 
emitted by the QE-SP coupling cannot be distinguished. In the 
coupled system of a single QE and a metal NW, by using the 
propagation properties of SPs on the NW, the decay rates of 
the exciton into each channel (free-space radiation, nonradia-
tive decay, exciting SPs) can be experimentally obtained, as will 
be discussed in Section 6. It is noted that, in some papers, the 
enhancement factor of the radiative decay rate γrad,m/γrad,0 was 
used as the enhancement factor of fluorescence quantum yield 
to evaluate the fluorescence intensity enhancement, but this 
replacement is only valid when the change of the total decay 
rate induced by the plasmonic nanostructure is very small. 
Making the above replacement without careful analysis may 
lead to unreliable results.

Without considering the detection efficiency, the fluores-
cence intensity of the QE is jointly determined by the excitation 
rate enhancement and the modified quantum yield. Figure 4b 
shows the theoretically calculated excitation rate, quantum 
yield, and emission rate as a function of the separation between 
an electric dipole and a gold nanosphere. With the decrease 
of the separation distance, the excitation rate is increased due 
to the enhancement of local electric field, while the quantum 
yield is decreased from its original value 1 due to the increased 
nonradiative decay rate. Therefore, the emission rate is first 
increased with the decrease of the distance, reaching a max-
imum at a certain distance, and then decreased by further 
decreasing the distance.

5.2. Plasmon Modified Fluorescence Brightness, Decay Rates, 
and Spectra

The influence of a single metal nanostructure to the QE fluores-
cence was experimentally demonstrated by positioning a gold 
nanosphere close to a molecule by scanning probe microscopy 
technique with the gold nanosphere attached at the tip of the 
probe.[5,6] By carefully controlling the distance between the gold 
nanosphere and the molecule, it is found that the maximum 
enhancement of the fluorescence intensity appears when the 
separation distance is about 5  nm.[6] Further decreasing the 
distance leads to the decrease of the fluorescence intensity, 
agreeing with the theoretical results in Figure 4c. The obtained 
fluorescence intensity enhancement is moderate due to the 
moderate field enhancement of single gold nanosphere and the 
decrease of fluorescence quantum yield.

Au nanorod can also strongly modify the spontaneous 
emission of QEs. It is reported that more than 1000-fold 

enhancement of single crystal violet (CV) molecule fluores-
cence can be achieved by individual gold nanorods.[85,86] The 
simulation result shows that this large enhancement includes 
an excitation enhancement of about 130 and an emission 
enhancement of about 9.[86] To achieve the maximum enhance-
ment, the CV mole cule is placed at the end of the nanorod with 
dipole moment along the long axis of the nanorod. Here the 
relatively large emission enhancement is achieved because of 
the low quantum yield of CV molecules (2%). For QEs with 
high quantum yield, the emission enhancement can be quite 
limited, and the emission can even be suppressed. For highly 
luminescent dye molecules and QDs with the initial quantum 
yield approaching 100%, coupling with plasmonic structures 
usually decreases the quantum yield. For such a case, the main 
contribution to the fluorescence intensity enhancement is the 
excitation enhancement due to the enhanced local electric 
field. The maximum excitation enhancement occurs when the 
excitation wavelength matches the SP resonance of the metal 
nanostructure. This is experimentally demonstrated by meas-
uring QDs coupled with single Ag nanoprisms with laser light 
of varied wavelengths.[87] As the local electromagnetic field cor-
responding to SP resonance wavelength depends on the polari-
zation of the excitation light, the fluorescence intensity also 
shows a dependence on the excitation polarization.[64]

Since the electric field enhancement in the nanogaps of 
coupled nanostructures is much larger compared with sepa-
rated nanostructures, various nanogap structures are fabricated 
to enhance the fluorescence of QEs. NP dimers composed of 
two metal NPs (Figure  5a–d) are typical nanogap structures 
with large field enhancement. Using the gold bowtie nanoan-
tenna (Figure 5a), the fluorescence of single molecules can be 
enhanced up to 1340-fold when the molecule is located in the 
nanogap between two triangles and excited by laser light polar-
ized parallel to the long axis of the nanobowtie.[88] This large 
enhancement results from the enhancement of both excita-
tion rate and fluorescence quantum yield, and the enhance-
ment factor is decreased with the increase of the nanogap size. 
The random position and orientation of the molecular dipole 
moments result in the variation of the fluorescence bright-
ness.[88] Single molecule fluorescence enhancement up to  
1100-fold is reported in the structure of a NP dimer in an aper-
ture in a gold film (Figure 5b) with the molecules diffusing in 
the solution covered the antenna structure.[89] The fluorescence 
enhancement is also mainly due to the large field enhancement 
in the nanogap of the dimer. The presence of the gold film 
can screen the background fluorescence by preventing direct 
excitation of molecules diffusing away from the nanodimer. 
Through the hybridization of complimentary DNA strands, a 
single QD can be positioned in the nanogap of Au or Ag NP 
dimers (Figure 5c). PL intensity enhancement up to 30-fold was 
obtained.[54] By chemically modifying the NP dimer using the 
two-step EBL method, a similar system can also be obtained.[83] 
However, due to the low excitation enhancement and the 
reduced quantum yield, noticeable PL enhancement was not 
observed. By using an AFM tip to manipulate two silver nano-
cubes to hold a nanodiamond containing a single NV center 
(Figure 5d), the brightness of single photon emission from the 
NV center was enhanced and a photon rate of 8.5 × 105 counts 
per second near the saturation limit was achieved.[90]
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Another kind of plasmonic nanogap is formed between 
a NP and a metal film.[3,91] Compared with NP dimers, the  
NP-film coupled system, also called NP-on-mirror (NPOM), can 
be easily prepared by depositing metal NPs over a metal film. 
A dielectric layer can be deposited on the film surface to func-
tion as a spacer. By controlling the thickness of the spacer layer, 
the nanogap thickness can be well controlled.[35,92] The sponta-
neous emission of the QE in the nanogap between the NP and 
the metal film will be strongly modified. Among NPs of various 
geometries, metal nanocube is of high interest due to its flat 
facet, which facilitates the formation of nanogaps with larger 
area and the coupling of QEs with the plasmonic nanogap. 
For a QD coupled with the NPOM structure (Figure  5e), a  
1900-fold enhancement of fluorescence intensity and a 540-fold 
decrease in lifetime were observed, increasing the maximum 
single photon emission rate of the QD.[93] By tuning the SP 
resonance wavelength of the NPOM through changing the 
size of the nanocube to match the excitation wavelength and 
close to the emission peak wavelength, fluorescence intensity 
enhancement over 30 000 times was demonstrated.[94] With the 
decrease of the spacer thickness, the electric field enhancement 
in the nanogap increases and the fluorescence quantum yield 
decreases, which leads to the maximum fluorescence intensity 
at a certain gap thickness.[95] For a nanodiamond containing a 
single NV center located in the nanogap of NPOM, the average 
PL lifetime shortening of 70 times and the average saturated 
intensity increase of 90 times were observed, with up to 35 mil-
lion photon counts per second.[96] By illuminating the coupled 
structure with a continuous-wave laser for 30 s, the lifetime 
and intensity were further decreased and increased, respec-
tively, which was attributed to the decrease of the gap size 
caused by the sintering of the nanocube.[97] PL enhancement 
of monolayer semiconductors was also reported in the NPOM 
structures (Figure 5f). PL enhancement factor of 1700 and 6000 
were obtained for monolayer WSe2 and MoSe2 coupled with 

the NPOM, respectively.[98,99] For single defects in monolayer 
WSe2, coupling with the NPOM cavity led to a Purcell factor up 
to 551 (average 181) and enhancement of quantum yield from 
1% to 65% (average 44%).[100] Moreover, large enhancement of 
upconversion PL using NPOM was realized, with the intensity 
enhanced by four orders of magnitude and the Purcell factor 
of 166.[101] Placing a silver NW over a silver film with a dielec-
tric spacer also forms a coupled plasmonic cavity. It was shown 
that the radiative decay rate of the fluorescent molecules in the 
nanogap was enhanced by a factor approaching 1000.[102]

Table 1 summarizes the enhancement factor of PL intensity 
and Purcell factor in some typical plasmonic nanostructures.

By careful design of experiment, it is possible to separate the 
excitation enhancement and emission enhancement. Exciting 
the nanosystem with the laser wavelength off resonance with 
the plasmonic nanostructure can eliminate the excitation 
enhancement. Under this condition, the change of the sponta-
neous emission will be caused only by the emission modifica-
tion. Figure  6a shows the dark-field scattering spectra of two 
silver nanoprisms on the monolayer of QDs and the PL spec-
trum of the QDs.[109] As can be seen, the nanoprism 2 shows 
a SP resonance at the wavelength of the PL spectral peak. 
Figure 6b shows the PL image of the QDs excited by laser light 
of 405 nm wavelength in the area containing the two Ag nan-
oprisms. Clearly, the QDs at the position of the nanoprism 2 
show stronger PL intensity. The PL decay curves in Figure  6c 
show that the PL lifetime of the QDs near nanoprism 2 is short-
ened, while the lifetime of the QDs near nanoprism 1 remains 
similar to that of the background QDs.

Figure  6d,e show the PL intensity enhancement and lifetime 
as a function of SP resonance wavelength of the Ag nanoprisms, 
respectively.[109] As can be seen, when the SP resonance wave-
length matches the PL spectrum of the QDs, the enhancement 
factor of PL intensity is maximum, while the lifetime is shortest. 
In absence of excitation enhancement, the enhancement of the 

Figure 5. a) Top: Schematic of a Au bowtie nanoantenna coated with molecules (black arrows) in PMMA (light blue) on a transparent substrate. 
Bottom: SEM image of a Au bowtie nanoantenna. Scale bar is 100 nm. b) SEM image of a fabricated nanoantenna consisting of a NP dimer inside a 
rectangular aperture in a Au film. c) TEM image of a Au NP dimer with a QD in the gap region. d) Illustration of a nanodiamond containing a single 
NV center situated in the gap between two Ag nanocubes. e) Cross-sectional schematic of a single QD embedded in the gap between a Ag nanocube 
and a Au film. f) Schematic of a Ag nanocube over a Au film substrate, separated by an alumina layer, monolayer WSe2, and the PVP layer around the 
nanocube. (a) Reproduced with permission.[88] Copyright 2009, Nature Publishing Group. (b) Reproduced with permission.[89] Copyright 2013, Nature 
Publishing Group. (c) Reproduced with permission.[54] Copyright 2019, Wiley. (d) Reproduced with permission.[90] Copyright 2017, American Chemical 
Society. (e) Reproduced with permission.[93] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. (f) Reproduced with permission.[98] Copyright 2018, American 
Chemical Society.
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Table 1. Spontaneous emission of QEs coupled with various plasmonic nanostructures.

Plasmonic nanostructures QEs Nanostructure size [nm]a) Separation distance [nm] PL intensity 
enhancement

Purcell  
factorb)

Ref.

Au NP Single terrylene molecules d ≈ 100 – ≈25 ≈20 [5]

Au NP Single Nile blue molecules d ≈ 80 ≈5 ≈7 – [6]

Au NP Lissamine molecules d ≈ 2
d ≈ 30
d ≈ 60

1 <1 ≈9.1
≈15.6
≈21.4

[103]

Au NP Single ATTO647N molecules d ≈ 10 ≈10.1 <1 ≈2 [104]

Au NP Single QDs d ≈ 35 – ≈1 ≈20 [68]

Au NP A single QD d ≈ 30 – – ≈18 [70]

Au nanocube A single QD l ≈ 127 – – 24 [47]

Au nanocube A single QD l ≈ 88 – 1.3 74 [69]

Au nanorod Single crystal violet molecules l ≈ 58, d ≈ 25 In solution 1100 – [85]

Au nanorod Single crystal violet molecules l ≈ 60, d ≈ 25 In solution ≈1000 ≈7 [86]

Au nanorod 800CW molecules l ≈ 113, d ≈ 38 Polymer t ≈ 3 ≈120 – [105]

Al nanorod Single terrylene diimide  
molecules

l ≈ 175, d ≈ 50 ≈10 3–4 10 [106]

Au@Ag nanocuboid Alexa Fluor 647 molecules Au nanorod l ≈ 50.3, d ≈ 12.8,  
Ag shell t ≈ 7.44, 4.08

– 186 – [107]

Ag nanoprism Dye molecules l ≈ 100, t ≈ 12 DNA spacer ≈5.5 ≈9–30 – [108]

Ag nanoprism QD monolayer l ≈ 50−100, t ≈ 10−15 – ≈1.2−1.5 ≈3−4 [109]

Ag nanoprism Single QDs l ≈ 47 PMMA t ≈ 10 2.5 5 [110]

Ag nanoprism
Au nanosphere
Ag nanocube

QDs Prism l ≈ 100
Sphere d ≈ 80

Cube l ≈ 50

<5 ≈25
≈6
≈9

– [87]

Au NP with SiO2 shell Single QDs Au core d ≈ 55 SiO2 t ≈ 7
t ≈ 14

2.4
1.7

≈3.9
≈1.3

[62]

Ag NP with SiO2 shell Fluorophores Ag core d ≈ 130 Molecules in SiO2 ≈20 <10 [111]

Au nanorod with SiO2 shell IRDye 800CW DBCO Au nanorod l ≈ 50,  
aspect ratio 3.7

SiO2 t ≈ 17 ≈10 – [61]

Au nanorod with SiO2 shell Oxazine 725 molecules Au nanorod l ≈ 89, d ≈ 42,  
SiO2 t ≈ 21

Molecules in SiO2 Average 29 – [64]

Au nanorod with SiO2 shell Oxazine 725 molecules Nanorod l ≈ 100, d ≈ 44,  
SiO2 t ≈ 23

Molecules in SiO2 20.8 ≈3.5 [112]

Au NP dimer Single QDs d ≈ 40 Gap ≈ 5 <30 – [54]

Au NP dimer Single ATTO647N molecules d ≈ 80
d ≈ 100

Gap ≈ 23 Average 13.8
Average 28, 

maximum 117

≈17.3 [55]

Au NP dimer Single ATTO647N molecules d ≈ 60 Gap ≈ 21 Maximum 4 Average 3 [57]

Au NP dimer Single ATTO647N molecules d ≈ 100 Gap ≈ 12–17 Maximum 471 – [113]

Au NP dimer Single Cy5 molecules d ≈ 60 Gap ≈ 13 ≈37 8.5 [114]

Au NP dimer Single Cy7 molecules d ≈ 100 Gap ≈ 12–16 – 75* [115]

Au NP dimer Single Alexa Fluor  
647 molecules  

(quencher added)

d ≈ 80 Gap ≈ 6 600 – [116]

Au NP dimer Nile blue molecules d ≈ 60 Gap ≈ 5 610 for TiO2  
gap, 1526 for  

Al2O3 gap

– [117]

Au nanobowtie Single dye molecules – Gap < 20 ≈1340 ≈28 [88]

Au NP monomer
dimer

Single NV centers d ≈ 60 – ≈12
≈14

≈7.5
≈9.5

[72]
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Plasmonic nanostructures QEs Nanostructure size [nm]a) Separation distance [nm] PL intensity 
enhancement

Purcell  
factorb)

Ref.

Au NP monomer
dimer

Single QDs d ≈ 90, t ≈ 40 Gap ≈ 14 2.7
1.3

11.1 [83]

Ag NP monomer
dimer

Single Cy5 molecules d ≈ 20 ≈8 ≈7
≈13

≈3.1
≈3.8

[118]

Ag nanocube monomer
dimer

Single NV centers l ≈ 80 Nanodiamond size ≈30–35 2.1–4.0
2.7–18.0

1.8–3.4
2.1–5.9

[90]

Au NP monomer
dimer

Single fluorescent  
polystyrene beads

Au NP d ≈ 60, bead d ≈ 40 – 1.5
2.72  

(maximum 3.64)

– [119]

Au nanorod monomer
dimer

ATTO-655 molecules l ≈ 43.5, d ≈ 20.4 Gap ≈6.1 120
470

– [120]

Ag NP dimer Single molecules d ≈ 80 Gap ≈12 139 (Alexa488)
149 (Atto542)

162 (Atto647N)

– [56]

Ag NP dimer Single Alexa Fluor  
647 molecules

d ≈ 100 Gap ≈12 Average 89, 
maximum 461

– [121]

Asymmetric Ag  
nanobar dimer

NIR dye molecules Short bar l ≈ 150,  
Long bar l ≈ 210

Gap ≈40 405 – [122]

Au NP dimer in an  
aperture in Au film

Single Alexa Fluor  
647 molecules  

(quencher added)

NP d ≈ 76, Au film t ≈ 50 Gap ≈12 1100 – [89]

Three Au nanorods  
arranged in U shape

Single silica-encapsulated  
QDs

Nanorod l ≈ 85, d ≈ 25 Gap ≈ 26
Gap ≈ 29

– ≈132
≈45

[73]

Ag nanocube on Ag film Cy5 molecules Nanocube l ≈ 83.6 PVP ≈ 3, polyelectrolyte ≈ 5 30 000 74 [94]

Ag nanocube on Ag film Single NV centers Nanocube l ≈ 100 Spacer ≈6 ≈90 (NA = 1.49),
≈300 (NA = 0.9)

≈70 [96]

Ag nanocube on Au film Ru dye molecules Nanocube l ≈ 80 Gap ≈8 ≈65 ≈1000 [95]

Ag nanocube on Au film QDs Nanocube l ≈ 75 PVP ≈ 3, polyelectrolyte ≈ 1 177–2300 190–880 [123]

Ag nanocube on Au film Single QDs Nanocube l ≈ 75 Gap ≈ 12 1900 540 [93]

Ag nanocube on Au film Monolayer WSe2 Nanocube l ≈ 50–100 Al2O3 t ≈ 4,
PVP t ≈ 2–3

≈1700 – [98]

Ag nanocube on Au film Monolayer MoSe2 Nanocube l ≈ 65 Al2O3 t ≈ 2 ≈6000 – [99]

Au NP on Au film Monolayer MoS2 NP d ≈ 200 Al2O3 t ≈ 5 on both sides of 
MoS2

7.74 – [124]

Au NP on Ag film Single QDs NP d ≈ 100 – – 20 [125]

Au nanocube on Au film Single defects in  
monolayer WSe2

Nanocube l ≈ 110, h ≈ 90 Gap ≈5 13 Average 181, 
maximum 551

[100]

Au nanocube on Au film Single defects in carbon 
nanotubes

Nanocube l ≈ 160, h ≈ 30 ≈5 415 70 [126]

Ag nanocube on Au film  
surrounded by a circular 
grating

QDs Nanocube l ≈ 90, ring w ≈ 280,  
h ≈ 50, p ≈ 560

Gap ≈10 (QD diameter) 121 424 [127]

Au nanorod on Au film Nile blue molecules Nanorod l ≈ 82.5, d ≈ 33 Gap ≈5–50 Maximum  
311.8 (gap ≈10)

Maximum  
58.6 (gap ≈5)

[128]

Au nanopatch on Au film Single QDs Nanopatch d ≈ 200–2500,  
t ≈ 20

PMMA t ≈ 30–40 70 72 [129]

Au microdisk on Au film QDs Microdisk d ≈ 1500–2100, t ≈ 20 Silica t ≈ 15 on both  
sides of QDs

– ≈20–80 [130]

Ag NW on Au film Single QDs NW d ≈ 160–280 – – ≈7.9 [131]

Ag NW on Ag film Alq3 NW d ≈ 100 Al2O3 t ≈ 1.8, Alq3 t ≈ 2.5 – ≈1000* [102]

Si NP on Au film QDs NP d ≈ 80–200 Al2O3 t ≈ 1–30 69 (t ≈ 5) 42 (t ≈ 1) [132]

Table 1. Continued.
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Plasmonic nanostructures QEs Nanostructure size [nm]a) Separation distance [nm] PL intensity 
enhancement

Purcell  
factorb)

Ref.

Au nanobowtie on Au film Carbon nanotubes Nanotriangle l ≈ 250, h ≈ 30,  
gap ≈ 10–20

Carbon nanotube on Au 
nanobowtie with 2 nm  

Al2O3 spacer

Average 44, 
maximum 98

Average 57, 
maximum 180

[133]

Au NP dimer on Au film Monolayer MoS2 NP d ≈ 140 Al2O3 t ≈ 6 1350 – [134]

Au nanoshell coated on a  
QD encapsulated in a  
SiO2 shell

single QDs Au shell t ≈ 20 SiO2 t ≈ 35 – ≈6 [135]

Ag coated on InGaN QD  
with Al2O3 as spacer

Single QDs Ag t ≈ 30 Al2O3 t ≈ 20 ≈7.33 ≈12.8 [136]

Nanoaperture in Al film R6G molecules d ≈ 150, Al t ≈ 300 In solution ≈6.5 >4.1 [137]

Au bullseye structure Alexa Fluor 647 molecules Aperture d ≈ 135, groove  
w ≈ 200, h ≈ 65, p ≈ 440

In solution ≈120 – [138]

Au bullseye structure Alexa Fluor 647 molecules Aperture d ≈ 140, groove  
w ≈ 200, h ≈ 65, p ≈ 440

In solution 80 – [139]

Au bullseye structure Single PMMA-encapsulated  
QDs

Aperture d ≈ 250–350, groove  
w ≈ 220, h ≈ 110, p ≈ 520–570

PMMA t ≈ 25 ≈5.5 ≈7 (exciton A), 
≈28 (exciton F)

[140]

Ag bullseye structure Single NV centers Aperture d ≈ 100–140, groove  
w ≈ 80, h ≈ 100, p ≈ 280–300

– – ≈6 [141]

Au film on Si nanopillar Single defects in  
monolayer WSe2

Au t ≈ 10, nanopillar d ≈ 180, 
overall h ≈ 300

Al2O3 t ≈ 6 ≈7.3 ≈2.4 [142]

Au and Ag NP array Single defects in h-BN NP d ≈ 80, h ≈ 50,  
spacing ≈400

Al2O3 t ≈ 5 for Ag  
NP array

2.4 (Au)
2.6 (Ag)

≈6.7 (Au)
≈30 (Ag)

[143]

Au NP array LDS 750 dye molecules NP d ≈ 135, h ≈ 70, p ≈ 400 Al2O3 t ≈ 5 ≈7 ≈2.2 [144]

Au NP film Single silica coated QDs NP d ≈ 17 Silica t ≈ 5 ≈3 ≈10 [145]

Ag NP film Single QDs – – <1 ≈2.5 [146]

Ag nanocube film QDs Nanocube l ≈ 55 PVP t ≈ 5 3.5 4.5 [147]

SiO2@Au core–shell  
NP film

Indocyanine green  
molecules

Inner radius ≈112, outer  
radius ≈123

Human serum albumin  
3.8–12

– ≈50 [148]

Vertically aligned Au 
nanorod monolayer

QDs Nanorod l ≈ 100.5, d ≈ 39.8 Silica t ≈ 20 ≈10.4 ≈4.5 [149]

Disordered Au nanorods Defects in h-BN Nanorod l ≈ 20 – >100 26.75 [150]

Hexagonal array of  
nanoholes in Au film

Alexa Fluor 647 molecules Nanohole d ≈ 140, p ≈ 440,  
Au t ≈ 150

In solution 40 2.1 [151]

Ag nanohole array Monolayer MoS2 Nanohole d ≈ 170, p ≈ 260,  
440, Ag t ≈ 60

SiN t ≈ 20 77
104

– [152]

Trenches in Au substrate Monolayer WSe2 Trench w < 20, p ≈ 200 0 ≈20 000 – [153]

Au nanogroove array Monolayer MoS2 Au t ≈ 150
groove h ≈ 55–105, p ≈ 500

0 62 – [154]

Rough Au film Single QDs Au film t ≈ 120, size of rough  
valleys and peaks ≈10–50

– 5 >1000 [155]

Rough Au film Single QDs Au film t ≈ 100, size of rough  
valleys and peaks ≈20–50

– ≈7 ≈50 [156]

Au film Single NV centers t ≈ 50 – ≈5–10 ≈1.8 [157]

Bowtie nanoaperture in Al 
film on near-field probe

Single TDI molecules Nanogap region ≈70 × 140 >30 <5 – [158]

Tip of tapered slot 
waveguide

Alexa Fluor 750 molecules Tip l ≈ 20 – ≈2200 – [159]

a)d, t, w, h, l, and p represent diameter, thickness, width, height or depth, length or side length, and period, respectively; b)* marks the values corresponding to the enhance-
ment factor of radiative decay rate.

Table 1. Continued.
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radiative decay rate γrad,m/γrad,0 can be obtained by taking the ratio 
of the PL intensities obtained at the initial time. As γrad,0 can be 
obtained from the measured PL quantum yield of the QDs and 
the total decay rate, γrad,m can be obtained. Since the total decay 
rate of the QDs coupled with the nanoprism can be obtained 
from the measured lifetime, the nonradiative decay rate is then 
also obtained. The maximal enhancement factor for the radiative 
decay rate and nonradiative decay rate also appear at the wave-
length of resonance (Figure 6f). Usually the lifetime and quantum 

yield of fluorescence are independent of the excitation wave-
length. However, for the QDs coupled with silver nanoprisms, 
wavelength dependent lifetime and quantum yield were observed. 
This phenomenon was attributed to wavelength dependent cou-
pling of high-order SP modes to different spatial subpopulations 
of QDs.[160] This indicates more possibilities to tailor the sponta-
neous emission by SP modes in metal nanostructures.

To fully utilize the plasmonic enhancement to increase the 
fluorescence brightness, metal nanostructures of double SP 

Figure 6. a) Single particle scattering spectra of two Ag nanoprisms on top of a homogeneous QD film. The shaded graph is the emission spectrum 
of the QD film. b) A confocal scanning PL intensity image excited with a 405 nm laser. c) PL decays of the QDs near the two Ag nanoprisms and 
background QDs. d–f) The average enhancement factors of PL intensity (d), the average lifetime (e), and the average decay rate enhancement factors 
(f, black circles are for radiative decay rates, blue squares are for nonradiative decay rates) are plotted against scattering peak positions of Ag nano-
prisms on top of a film of QDs with emission peak centered at 598 nm. Emission spectrum of the QDs (shaded spectra) are also plotted for reference. 
Horizontal dotted line in (e) is the average lifetime of the background QDs. Red and blue dotted lines are the Gaussian fits. g) Experimental scattering 
(top) and fluorescence (bottom) spectra of single NP dimers with incorporated Cy3 dye molecules. Spectra with identical colors are measured on the 
same dimer. h) Experimental and theoretical correlation between the wavelengths of maximum fluorescence enhancement and the wavelengths of 
maximum scattering. (a–f) Reproduced with permission.[109] Copyright 2010, American Chemical Society. (g) and (h) Reproduced with permission.[163] 
Copyright 2008, American Physical Society.
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resonances with one resonance matching the excitation wave-
length and one resonance matching the emission wavelength 
can be used. This double resonance enhancement was demon-
strated in gold nanorods coated with silica shells with the mole-
cules dispersed therein. When the transverse and longitudinal 
SP resonances of the gold nanorod match the excitation and 
emission wavelengths, respectively, higher fluorescence inten-
sity and shorter lifetime were observed.[112]

The coupling of QEs with SP modes can not only modify the 
PL intensity and lifetime, but also change the PL spectral pro-
file.[161–164] Figure 6g shows the dark-field scattering spectra and 
fluorescence spectra for four gold NP dimers coupled with Cy3 
molecules.[163] With the decrease of the distance between the 
two NPs, the scattering peak of the longitudinal mode redshifts, 
and the fluorescence spectrum is reshaped. The change of the 
relative intensity of different wavelengths can be clearly seen, 
indicating the wavelength dependence of fluorescence enhance-
ment. The wavelength of maximum fluorescence enhancement 
is linearly dependent on the scattering peak wavelength with 
a slope of 0.95 (Figure 6h). This indicates that efficient energy 
transfer occurs between the exciton and the SP mode. The SP 
induced spectral reshaping of fluorescence was also observed in 
gold nanorod coated by silica shell with molecules embedded 
in the shell.[164] As the SP resonance wavelength of the longi-
tudinal mode is shifted away from the intrinsic fluorescence 
wavelength of the molecules, a new fluorescence peak appears 
at the wavelength of the SP resonance. For the nanorods of the 
same resonance wavelength, the intensity of the SP induced 
fluorescence peak is stronger for nanorods of bigger size.

5.3. Emission Direction and Collection Efficiency

It is challenging to fully collect and use the generated photons 
from QEs due to the wide angular distributions of the fluores-
cent emission. Plasmonic nanostructures have been shown to 
provide a solution to modify the emission pattern and enhance 
the collection efficiency. The plasmon-coupled directional emis-
sion was first realized for fluorophores coupled with metal film. 
The excited fluorophores can generate propagating SPs on the 
metal film, and the SPs radiate to the side of the substrate at 
a certain angle depending on the wavelength.[165,166] This emis-
sion can be regarded as the reverse process of exciting SPs on 
the film by light, and the emission angle is determined by the 
phase matching condition for the SPs and light. More recently, 
directional fluorescent emission was reported in different kinds 
of plasmonic nanostructures with well-designed geometries, 
such as Yagi–Uda antenna,[81,167] bullseye structure composed 
of multiple grooves in/on metal film,[138,139,141,168–173] hexagonal 
array of nanoapertures in metal film,[151] microdisk on metal 
film,[130] split ring resonator,[174] V-shaped nanoantenna,[175] 
nanorod,[66,82,176] nanowire,[177,178] and metasurface.[179]

A single metal NP can be regarded as an antenna with the 
radiation pattern determined by the antenna mode. By effi-
ciently coupling to the plasmonic nanoantenna, the QE emis-
sion follows the pattern of the SP mode. A metal nanorod can 
support multipolar SP modes, and the interaction of these 
modes with a QD placed at the end of the nanorod modifies 
the QD emission pattern.[82] Figure 7a shows the experimental 

results of back focal plane imaging (also called Fourier imaging) 
of the fluorescence from QD-nanorod coupled systems for Au 
nanorods of different lengths. The emission shows clear dipolar 
and quadrupolar radiation patterns, because the QD emission 
wavelength of about 800  nm matches the dipolar (j  = 1) and 
quadrupolar (j  = 2) modes of the two nanorods, respectively. 
By increasing the nanorod length to match the higher order SP 
resonance wavelength with the QD emission wavelength, the 
radiation patterns corresponding to higher order modes were 
observed. These results show that the emission of a dipolar 
transition can be converted into higher order radiation by cou-
pling to properly designed plasmonic antennas. For a QD or 
a fluorophore in the nanogap of a NP dimer, dipolar radiation 
pattern determined by the SP mode was also observed.[83,114]

By coupling a single QD to an optical Yagi–Uda antenna, 
unidirectional emission of the QD was achieved (Figure 7b).[81] 
In this nanoantenna structure, the resonant feed element 
which was assembled with a QD was surrounded by a set of 
parasitic elements acting as reflector and directors. As shown 
in Figure  7b, the radiation pattern of the QD shows a single 
lobe because of the coupling with the optical antenna. A front-
to-back intensity ratio of 6 dB was achieved, which was defined 
as the intensity ratio between the point with maximum inten-
sity and the point diametrically opposite in the Fourier plane 
image. The directionality can be controlled by tuning the 
antenna dimensions. Similarly, unidirectional emission was 
demonstrated in U-shaped split ring resonator coupled with 
QDs, V-shaped antennas coupled with dye molecules, and 
gold nanorod coupled with fluorescent nanodiamond.[66,174,175] 
Unidirectional radiation of a single QE can also be realized by 
coupling the QE to propagating SP mode on a metal NW. As 
shown in Figure  7c, the QD coupled with a silver NW emits 
mainly along the NW with two lobes symmetric with respect 
to the NW axis (Figure  7c  (ii)), resembling the emission of a 
dipolar source perpendicular to the NW. The emission into 
propagating SPs was guided along the NW and coupled out as 
photons at the NW end. The emission at the NW end shows a 
clear unidirectional behavior (Figure 7c (iii)).[177]

The light transmitted through an aperture in a metal film 
surrounded by circular grooves (called bullseye structure) 
emerges as a beam with a small angular divergence due to 
interference.[180] The light beaming capability of the bullseye 
structure can be used to collimate the fluorescent emission of 
QEs. The left panel of Figure 7d shows the SEM image of a bull-
seye structure that is a nanoaperture in a gold film surrounded 
by five grooves.[138] The corrugations improve the local electric 
field intensity in the nanoaperture, leading to enhanced emis-
sion count rate. The dye molecules in the nanoaperture emitted 
into a cone of ±15o in the direction normal to the sample plane, 
as shown in the right panel of Figure 7d. This normal emission 
with small spreading angle guarantees that the fluorescence can 
be effectively collected by an objective or other optical compo-
nents (for example, optical fiber) with low numerical aperture. 
The radiation direction can be shifted if the circular symmetry 
of the antenna is broken, for example, by shifting the aperture 
position relative to the center of the grooves.[139] By carefully 
designing the antenna parameters to tune the interference con-
ditions for different wavelengths, the fluorescence of different 
wavelengths is emitted into different directions, leading to the 
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color sorting. The color sorting of fluorescence with central 
wavelength 560 and 670  nm was demonstrated by tuning the 
distance between the nanoaperture and the first groove. When 
the groove–aperture distance is equal to a multiple of SP wave-
length at the gold–glass interface, the emission is centered in 
the direction normal to the sample plane due to the construc-
tive interference between the fluorescence emitted from the 
central aperture and the emission scattered by grooves. If the 
groove–aperture distance is equal to an odd multiple of half 
wavelength of SPs, the destructive interference leads to signifi-
cant intensity drop in the direction normal to the sample and 
the maximum emission toward 30o with respect to the normal 
direction.

Depositing a circular metal grating on a metal film also 
forms a bullseye antenna that shows light beaming behavior. 
In spite of the enhanced directionality, the enhancement of 
PL intensity on the bulleseye antenna is moderate. To further 
enhance the PL intensity, a nanogap structure can be built as 
discussed in Section  5.2. By placing a Ag nanocube onto the 
center of the Au bullseye structure, the PL intensity and decay 
rate for the QDs located in the nanogap beneath the nanocube 
can be significantly enhanced, while the directionality of the 
emission is maintained.[127] The emitted photons are mostly 

directed to the center of the Fourier plane and distributed in 
the range of about ±7° around the normal direction (Figure 7e).

5.4. Emission Polarization

When a QE is efficiently coupled to a plasmonic nanoantenna, 
its emission is converted to the radiation of the antenna mode. 
Therefore, not only the angular emission pattern, but also the 
emission polarization is determined by the antenna mode. The 
nanoantenna modified emission polarization has been studied 
in the coupled systems of QEs with plasmonic nanoantennas of 
gold nanorods,[81,82,181,182] probe-based aluminum nanorods,[176] 
multiple-NP antenna,[183,184] multiple-nanorod antenna,[73] NP 
dimer,[90] split ring resonator,[185] metal tip,[186] and sawtooth 
nanoslit array.[187] Figure  8a shows the fluorescence of single 
QDs coupled with Au nanorods, and the degree of linear polari-
zation (DOLP) is encoded in color, with red being linear polariza-
tion parallel to the long axis of the nanorod.[81] DOLP (also called 
depolarization ratio) is defined as DOLP = (I∥  − I⊥)/(I∥  + I⊥),  
where I∥ and I⊥ are the emission intensities at two orthogonal 
polarization directions, respectively. The QDs were excited by 
circularly polarized laser light of 633 nm wavelength. As can be 

Figure 7. a) Angular radiation patterns of QDs coupled to nanorod antennas. Left: Schematic of an angular radiation pattern highlighting the critical 
angle of the glass–air interface and the numerical aperture of the objective. Middle and right: Experimental Fourier-space patterns of the first two 
resonant antenna modes. b) Unidirectional emission of a QD coupled to an optical Yagi–Uda antenna. Left: SEM image of a five-element Yagi–Uda 
antenna. A QD is attached to one end of the feed element inside the marked area. Right: Radiation pattern from a QD coupled to an Yagi–Uda antenna. 
c) Bidirectional and unidirectional emission from a QD coupled to a Ag NW. (i) Fluorescence image showing the coupling of a single QD to a Ag NW 
with an Al2O3 spacer layer of 10 nm thickness. The larger emission spot is the QD position, while two smaller spots correspond to the NW ends. The 
inset is the bright-field optical image of the NW. The scale bar is 2 µm. (ii, iii) Fourier images obtained from the areas marked in (i) by the green and 
white dashed squares, respectively. The green dashed lines indicate the direction of the NW. d) Directional emission from molecules coupled to a 
nanoaperture with periodic corrugations. Left: SEM image of the fabricated nanoaperture with five corrugations. Right: Angular radiation patterns in 
the polar angle for a single nanoaperture with (red) and without (blue) periodic corrugations. The intensity for the noncorrugated aperture is multiplied 
by a factor of 4. e) Directional emission from QDs coupled to a nanocube-bullseye hybrid plasmonic nanoantenna. (i) 3D illustration of the hybrid 
plasmonic nanoantenna consisting of Au concentric rings on a Au film and a Ag nanocube situated at the center of the rings. The nanocube and the 
gold film are separated by a monolayer of QDs. (ii, iii) Fourier image and angular emission pattern of QDs coupled to a nanocube-bullseye antenna. 
The angular pattern in (iii) is retrieved along the dashed line in (ii). (a) Reproduced with permission.[82] Copyright 2013, Nature Publishing Group.  
(b) Reproduced with permission.[81] Copyright 2010, American Association for the Advancement of Science. (c) Reproduced with permission.[177] 
Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. (d) Reproduced with permission.[138] Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society. (e) Reproduced with 
permission.[127] Copyright 2020, Wiley.
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seen, the fluorescence of the QDs coupled with Au nanorods 
is linearly polarized along the long axis of the nanorod with a 
degree of linear polarization of about 0.8. The emission of the 
QDs coupled with Yagi–Uda antennas composed of Au nanorods 
is also linearly polarized parallel to the long axis of the nanorod 
with similar DOLP. For the coupling system of Au NP core and 
molecules embedded in silica shell, the DOLP of the fluorescence 
excited by circularly polarized light was found to be the same as 
the DOLP of the scattering light of the NPs.[181] Simulations show 
the efficiency of energy transfer from the dipole to the nanorod is 
above 0.9, when the dipole is located within a distance of 20 nm 
away from the nanorod surface. This high efficiency guarantees 
the high DOLP of the fluorescence.

Although the dipolar SP modes in a metal nanosphere does 
not have a preferred polarization direction, the coupling of 
two metal nanosphere forms a dipolar nanoantenna polarized 
along the axis connecting the centers of the two nanospheres. 

Therefore, the emitted light of the QE in the nanogap between 
the two nanospheres is linearly polarized parallel to the dimer 
axis. For the nanoantenna composed of three nanospheres, 
the emission polarization can be different depending on 
the geometry.[183,184] Figure  8b shows the DOLP for Ag nano-
sphere trimers of different geometries. For linear arrange-
ment of the nanospheres, the polarization of the emitted 
light is still along the central axis as the axial symmetry holds. 
When the third nanosphere is moved away from the axis, 
the polarization of the emitted light is rotated to a new direc-
tion. For the right-angle geometry (right panel of Figure  8b), 
the emitted light is mainly polarized along the direction of 
40o with respect to the axis. Figure  8c shows the polarization 
angle as a function of the rotation angle γ of the third nano-
sphere relative to the dimer. As can be seen, the polariza-
tion angle is first rotated clockwise to 40o with the increase 
of γ, and then is rotated counterclockwise. For γ  =  120o, the 

Figure 8. a) PL images of QDs on half-wave dipole antennas (left), and Yagi–Uda antennas (right). Different colors show variations in DOLP. Scale bar, 
2 µm. b) Depolarization ratio of the dipole emission from a Ag NP trimer antenna with linear (left) and right-angle (right) configurations. c) Polariza-
tion angle (solid line) and the maximum depolarization ratio ρmax (dashed line) of the emission as a function of angle γ. The radii of all three Ag NPs 
are 40 nm. The separations between the NP 1 and 2, and 2 and 3 are kept at 1 nm. The wavelength of the dipole emission is 555 nm. d) Polarization 
angle (solid lines) and the maximum depolarization ratio (dashed lines) as a function of the wavelength of the dipole emission for the right-angle 
configuration of a Ag trimer antenna with identical NPs of radius 40 nm. The separation between the NP 1 and 2 is either 1 nm (red) or 5 nm (blue). 
The separation between the NP 2 and 3 is always kept at 1 nm. e) A nanoantenna consisting of three Au nanorods coupled to two QDs located in the 
gaps between the two vertical nanorods and the horizontal one. Left: Simulated maps of electric field intensities and electric displacement vectors of the 
plasmonic mode excited at 808 nm wavelength by a y-oriented dipole at QD1 (top-left panel) and QD2 (bottom-left panel). Right: Simulated polariza-
tion states (shown by the polarization ellipses) of the emissions from QD1 and QD2, respectively. f) Top: Sketch of a split ring resonator nanoantenna 
driven by a QD emitting photons with opposite spin in different directions. Bottom: Experimentally measured polarization states of emission of the 
coupled split ring resonator and QD system in different directions (with different k-vectors). The polarization state is encoded in the color as well as in 
the rotation angle and the elliptical shape of the arrows. The inset in the center shows the orientation of the split ring resonator. (a) Reproduced with 
permission.[81] Copyright 2010, American Association for the Advancement of Science. (b–d) Reproduced with permission.[184] Copyright 2009, American 
Chemical Society. (e) Reproduced with permission.[73] Copyright 2018, Nature Publishing Group. (f) Reproduced with permission.[185] Copyright 2014, 
American Chemical Society.
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emission becomes linearly polarized along the axis again.  
This is because the three nanospheres are now in an equilat-
eral triangle configuration with the third nanosphere coupling 
symmetrically with the other two nanospheres. Figure  8c also 
shows the DOLP is decreased with the increase of the polariza-
tion angle. The polarization angle and DOLP for a nanosphere 
trimer antenna is strongly dependent on the wavelength, as 
shown in Figure  8d. This is totally different from the dimer 
case, where the emission is always linearly polarized along the 
dimer axis independent of wavelength. There is a sharp shift of 
the polarization angle from −30o to 40o at about 520 nm, which 
may be caused by the phase difference of the SP modes as illus-
trated in the inset. At this transition wavelength, the emission 
is almost circularly polarized with DOLP close to 0. When the 
nanogap between the nanospheres 1 and 2 is increased from 1 
to 5 nm, the results stay almost the same, which facilitates the 
coupling of this nanoantenna structure with QEs of different 
sizes. The polarization behavior can be further controlled by 
tuning the size of the third nanosphere, the distance between 
the third nanosphere and the dimer, and the refractive index 
of the surrounding medium.[183,184] The nanosphere tetramer 
antenna consisting of four nanospheres shows a similar polari-
zation rotation behavior. The maximum polarization rotation 
angle of 56o was obtained when the third and fourth nano-
spheres are both rotated 90o relative to the dimer axis.[184]

Metal NPs of other shapes can also be used to compose 
an antenna to modulate the emission polarization of QEs. A 
U-shaped nanoantenna consisting of three Au nanorods was 
constructed to modify the excitation and emission of the QDs 
located at the two junctions between the nanorods.[73] The 
excited QDs within the nanogaps couple to different SP modes 
in the structure, as shown in Figure  8e. The three nanorods 
can be regarded as three linearly polarized electric dipoles. The 
QD in the right junction couples to nanorod 1 and 3, while the 
QD in the left junction couples to nanorod 2 and 3. The dif-
ference of the two modes in the top-left and bottom-left panels 
of Figure  8e is the phase relation between the dipolar modes 
of two nanorods. The two orthogonal dipoles with similar 
amplitude combine to form a nearly linearly polarized effective 
dipole oriented at an angle of about 45o or 135o. These effec-
tive diploes produce far-field radiation with roughly orthogonal 
linear polarizations (right panels of Figure  8e). Simulation 
results show that the DOLP is about 0.98 for the emission of 
the two QDs, and the polarization angle is 41o and 137o, respec-
tively. The nearly orthogonal linear polarization indicates that 
the emission of the two QDs can be selectively detected by 
using a polarizer.

The U-shaped split ring resonator support multiple SP 
modes. The superposition of the radiation patterns from dif-
ferent modes can lead to different polarization states of the 
radiated light. For QDs coupled with the split ring resonator, 
the emission polarization can vary from linear to elliptical 
polarization. Figure  8f shows the distribution of polarization 
ellipticity in the Fourier plane. As can be seen, the emission 
along the symmetry plane of the antenna (kx  = 0) is linearly 
polarized, while the emission with opposite signs of ellipticity 
up to ±0.5 radiates to the opposite sides of the symmetry plane. 
Chiral plasmonic nanostructures with different handedness 
show different responses to the circularly polarized light and 

circularly polarized excitons, which have been used to modify 
the degree of circular polarization of the PL from valley-
polarized excitons in monolayer TMDCs.[188–191]

5.5. Plasmon Assisted Energy Transfer between Emitters

The energy transfer between fluorescent emitters has attracted 
a lot of attention over the past decades, due to its wide applica-
tions in the fields such as chemical physics and life science. The 
FRET is near-field nonradiative energy transfer from an emitter 
called donor to an emitter called acceptor. The FRET occurs 
through dipole–dipole interaction, and is the main energy 
transfer mechanism between emitters in nanometer distance. 
The FRET efficiency falls as 1/r6 (r is the distance between 
donor and acceptor), leading to an energy transfer distance of 
smaller than 10 nm. Since plasmonic nanostructures can effec-
tively couple fluorescent emission into SP modes, assisted by 
the SP modes, energy transfer between donor and acceptor 
emitters over longer distance can be realized. The SP medi-
ated long-range energy transfer was first demonstrated in a 
sandwiched structure of donor-Ag film-acceptor (Figure 9a).[192] 
The donor molecules (Alq3) and acceptor molecules (R6G) were 
doped in PMMA films and located on opposite sides of the 
Ag film. Figure 9b shows the PL spectra of control samples of 
donor-only and acceptor-only, and the sample containing both 
donor and acceptor layers. The PL spectrum of the donor-Ag-
acceptor sample contains the emission peaks of both donor 
and acceptor molecules, and the intensity of the acceptor PL 
is larger than the spectrum for acceptor-only sample. These 
spectra indicate the occurrence of energy transfer from donor to 
acceptor molecules mediated by the SPs on the Ag film. Experi-
ments for Ag films of varied thickness show that the energy 
transfer is present for Ag film thickness up to 120 nm. Analysis 
for the PL spectra shows that the proportion of emission due to 
energy transfer is largest for Ag film of 60 nm thick, although 
the absolute amount of energy transferred decreases as the Ag 
thickness increases. This is caused by the interplay between the 
probability of direct light transmission through the film and 
that of SP mediated energy transfer. Time-resolved PL measure-
ments (Figure 9c) show that the lifetime of acceptor PL in the 
donor-Ag-acceptor sample is longer than that of the acceptor-
only sample, and close to the PL lifetime of donor molecules, 
which further confirms the energy transfer between the donor 
and acceptor molecules. SP mediated energy transfer was also 
investigated in similar sandwiched structures replacing the 
metal film by a layer of metal NPs and depositing donor and 
acceptor emitters on the opposite sides of the NP layer with 
spacers between metal NPs and emitters. The energy transfer 
efficiency and PL intensity of the acceptor is dependent on the 
distance between the Au NPs and the emitters.[193,194]

The propagating SPs on metal films or 1D nanowaveguides 
can be utilized to further increase the energy transfer distance. 
Putting donor and acceptor on the same side of a metal film 
can realize energy transfer over longer distances, by virtue of 
the propagation of SPs. For donor fluorescent nanobead and 
acceptor molecules dispersed in PVA film deposited on a Ag 
film of 50 nm thick with a 10 nm thick silica spacer, the donor 
excited by laser light can decay by exciting propagating SPs on 
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the Ag film, which excite the acceptor molecules on the Ag film. 
As the SPs can propagate several microns over the Ag surface, 
the acceptors located microns away were excited, leading to the 
long-range energy transfer between the donor and acceptor 
molecules with separation distance up to 7  µm.[195] 1D plas-
monic nanowaveguides can provide better control on the direc-
tion of SP propagation. Metal NWs are a typical kind of plas-
monic waveguides supporting propagating SP modes with tight 
field confinement in the transverse cross section. By depos-
iting donor and acceptor QDs on opposite ends of an array of 
Ag NWs (Figure  9d), the energy transfer was demonstrated 
for NW length up to 560  nm.[196] Simulation shows that the 
enhancement factor of the energy transfer rate is different for 

NWs with different shapes of cross section. Circular nanorod 
shows the strongest enhancement. For donor and acceptor 
with nonparallel polarizations, V-shaped nanorod structures 
show larger enhancement of energy transfer rate compared 
with single nanorod.[197] By assembling a donor nanobead and 
an acceptor nanobead onto a Ag NW, energy transfer between 
the donor and acceptor nanobeads with a distance about 1 µm 
was observed.[198] The long-range energy transfer between a 
single QD (donor) and a fluorescent nanobead (acceptor) was 
also realized by coupling to a Ag NW, as shown in Figure 9e.[199] 
The excited QD generates single SPs on the NW, which propa-
gate and transfer energy to the acceptor located on the same 
NW with a distance of 8.7  µm. The characterization of the 

Figure 9. a) Schematic sample cross section superposed with field profiles associated with the symmetric SP mode (calculated for maximum Alq3 
emission wavelength 520 nm) illustrating how the fields span the Ag film. b) PL spectra from a planar sample with Ag film of thickness 30 nm. Data 
are shown for donor-only sample (Alq3:PMMA|Ag|PMMA) (blue spectrum), acceptor-only sample (PMMA|Ag|R6G:PMMA) (red spectrum), and sample 
containing both donor and acceptor layers (Alq3:PMMA|Ag|R6G:PMMA) (black spectrum). c) Time-resolved PL of samples with a Ag film thickness of 
60 nm measured in the spectral region dominated by acceptor emission (λ > 648 nm). Data are shown for donor-only, acceptor-only, and donor and 
acceptor samples. d) Illustration of the sample structure with Ag NWs grown in the AAO template, the donor QDs adsorbed on the surface of the Al2O3 
barrier layer, and the acceptor QDs deposited in the rest of the nanopores of the AAO template. e) Top: Schematic of a QD (donor) and a fluorescent 
nanobead (acceptor) coupled to a Ag NW. Bottom: Fluorescence image taken while the laser is focused on the QD. Bright spots are detected at the 
position of both emitters as well as both ends of the NW. f) Scattering (top) and fluorescence (bottom) spectra of the hybrid nanostructure of donor 
and acceptor molecules embedded in the silica shell on a Au@Ag core–shell nanorod. The blue and pink shades are the intrinsic emission spectrum 
of donor and the absorption spectrum of acceptor, respectively. The sharp cutoff at the short-wavelength side of the fluorescence spectrum is caused 
by the long-pass filter at 530 nm. g) Top: Donor and acceptor fluorescence decay traces from the sample of FRET-conjugates coupled with Au NP 
dimers. Bottom: Donor fluorescence decay traces of the donor-conjugate dimer sample (orange triangle), the FRET-conjugate in water (blue circle), 
and the FRET-conjugate dimer sample (green rectangle) providing evidence for FRET acceleration through nanoresonators. Black lines represent 
best biexponential fits. The donor is selectively excited at 480 nm. (a–c) Reproduced with permission.[192] Copyright 2004, American Association for 
the Advancement of Science. (d) Reproduced with permission.[196] Copyright 2010, American Chemical Society. (e) Reproduced with permission.[199] 
Copyright 2017, American Physical Society. (f) Reproduced with permission.[206] Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society. (g) Reproduced with 
permission.[209] Copyright 2011, Elsevier.
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correlation between the fluorescence intensities of the QD and 
the acceptor nanobead shows that the QD and the nanobead 
blink simultaneously, confirming the energy transfer pro-
cess between them. Simulation results show that large energy 
transfer rate between donor and acceptor can be obtained by 
coupling to wedge waveguide and V-groove channel wave-
guide,[200] and the energy transfer rate can be further improved 
by coupling the emitters to an epsilon-near-zero plasmonic 
waveguide.[201]

For conjugated or randomly distributed donor–acceptor 
pairs, metal nanostructure in their vicinity can also influence 
the Förster type energy transfer. The energy transfer rate, effi-
ciency, and Förster radius can be modified because of the cou-
pling of the fluorophores with SPs. The energy transfer for 
donor–acceptor pairs coupled with various metal nanostruc-
tures have been investigated, for example, metal NPs,[202–205] 
nanorods,[206,207] NP dimers,[208,209] multilayer core–shell 
NPs,[210] metal film,[211] nanoapertures,[212] and NPs over metal 
film.[213] The energy transfer efficiency can be expressed as  
E = γET/(γD + γET), where γET is the energy transfer rate between 
donor and acceptor, and γD is the sum of the radiative and non-
radiative decay rate of the donor. Since the plasmonic structures 
can influence γD and γET, the energy transfer efficiency depends 
on the configuration of the plasmonic structures and fluoro-
phores, and SP resonance wavelength. Figure 9f shows the scat-
tering and fluorescence spectra of a single Au@Ag core–shell 
nanorod with donor and acceptor molecules embedded in outer 
silica shell.[206] The scattering spectrum partly overlaps with 
the absorption spectrum of acceptor molecules (pink shade 
in top panel of Figure 9f). The rightmost peak in the fluores-
cence spectrum is the emission from the acceptor molecules 
due to the energy transfer from the donor molecules. The 
experimental results show that when the SP resonance wave-
length overlaps with the emission peak of the donor, the energy 
transfer efficiency is low.

For a donor–acceptor pair coupled to a gold NP dimer, 
time resolved PL in the top panel of Figure  9g shows a rise-
time in the acceptor fluorescence before the decay, resulting 
from the energy transfer. The bottom panel of Figure 9g shows 
the donor fluorescence decay traces of different samples. The 
donor coupled to the dimer shows the slowest decay (orange 
data), while the FRET between the donor and acceptor signifi-
cantly increases the decay rate (blue data). For donor–acceptor 
pair coupled with the dimer, the decay rate is increased fur-
ther (green data), which is mainly due to the increased energy 
transfer rate caused by the coupling of the donor–acceptor pair 
with the NP dimer.[209] In donor–acceptor pairs with fixed sepa-
ration achieved by linking the donor and acceptor molecules 
to the opposite ends of double-stranded DNA, experiments 
show the energy transfer efficiency changes with LDOS that is 
tuned by the distance of the emitter pair to a Ag mirror, but the 
energy transfer rate is independent of LDOS.[211]

The FRET rate and efficiency are strongly dependent on 
the relative positions and orientations of the donor, acceptor 
and metal nanostructure, the donor–acceptor distance, and 
the spectral overlap between SPs and emitters. In addition to 
FRET between donor and acceptor, energy transfer between 
plasmonic nanostructure and donor or acceptor also exists. 
The influence of SPs to energy transfer between donor and 

acceptor can be quite different in different systems, due to the 
different energy transfer rate and different energy branching to 
various decay channels. The energy transfer between donor and 
acceptor molecules can be accelerated or inhibited.[205] To fully 
manipulate the energy transfer process making use of SPs, the 
coupled system need be precisely controlled.

5.6. Other Effects

Under the weak excitation condition with the excitation power 
far below the saturation, QEs, such as QDs, can be regarded as 
single-photon sources due to the low quantum yield of multi-
excitons. In the coupled systems of QEs and plasmonic nano-
structures, the SPs may not only enhance the spontaneous 
emission rate of single excitons, but also modify the multiex-
citon decay dynamics. Due to the nonradiative Auger recom-
bination process, the quantum yield of multiexciton is usually 
very low. Several experiments have shown that by coupling to 
plasmonic nanostructures, the ratio of the emission quantum 
yield of biexciton and exciton is increased.[214–217] For QDs 
embedded in PMMA layer on Au film, the biexciton emission 
was enhanced, and the mean value of the ratio of biexciton and 
exciton emission quantum yield was found to be about 0.2 with 
a large spread range due to the different QD positions with 
respect to the Au film.[215] By coupling a QD to a silver coated 
AFM tip, the increase of g(2)(0) was seen as the distance between 
the tip and the QD was decreased, indicating the increased 
quantum yield ratio of biexciton and exciton. After retracting 
the Ag tip, the g2(0) returned to the original value before the 
tip approaching.[216] Similar phenomenon was observed by 
assembling a QD and a Au nanocube and then separating them 
through AFM nanomanipulation.[69] A strong enhancement 
of the biexcition emission was obtained by controllably posi-
tioning a single QD in the near field of a Au nanocone antenna. 
The radiative decay rates of both excitons and biexcitons are 
enhanced by about 100-folds at quantum yield of about 60% 
and 70%, respectively.[217] For a single QD placed inside the gap 
between a Au nanopatch and a Au film, the enhanced multiex-
citon emission was also observed, contributing to the enhance-
ment of the PL brightness.[129]

The fluorescence blinking (switching between on and off 
states) occurs widely for colloidal semiconductor QDs, which 
limits their applications. It is found that the fluorescence 
blinking can be suppressed when the QDs couple with plas-
monic nanostructures. This phenomenon has been demon-
strated for QDs coupled with several nanostructures, such as 
Au films,[155,156] Au and Ag NPs,[68,145,146] and Ag nanoprisms.[110] 
By using an AFM tip to manipulate a Au NP to get close to 
a QD, the suppression of blinking was observed in this cou-
pled system compared with the QD before coupling with the 
Au NP.[68] By moving the Au NP far away from the QD, the 
blinking behavior was recovered, confirming the influence of 
the Au NP. The blinking suppression is because of the modi-
fied exciton decay dynamics induced by the metal nanostruc-
tures. Based on this effect, non-blinking QDs were synthesized 
by encapsulating the QDs in a silica shell and then coating 
them with a Au nanoshell, which show reduced PL lifetime, 
and enhanced intensity and photostability.[135]
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The coupling of plasmonic nanostructures and multiple 
QEs can influence the cooperative emission of these QEs. For 
multiple dipoles near a metal nanostructure with appropriate 
separation, the cross talk between the dipoles leads to the for-
mation of plasmonic superradiant modes.[218,219] For two QEs 
coupled with a metal nanorod, the plasmonic surperradiance 
can increase the SP generation yield of a single emitter.[220] For 
two dipoles coupled with a plasmonic waveguide, the decay 
rate shows oscillations as a function of the separation of the 
two dipoles.[200] Multiple QDs coupled with a plasmonic struc-
ture may exhibit photon statistics of a single QD, as demon-
strated in the coupled system of a plasmonic gap-bar antenna 
and a cluster of two or three silica-coated QDs.[221] The entan-
glement of photons can be preserved in the process of photon-
SP-photon conversion.[222,223] Theoretical studies have shown 
the quantum entanglement of two QEs mediated by plasmonic 
NPs and nanowaveguides.[201,224–229]

6. Plasmonic Waveguide Modified Spontaneous 
Emission
Plasmonic waveguides enable the propagation of SPs with trans-
verse mode confinement beyond the diffraction limit. Because of 
the inherent strong field confinement capability, the spontaneous 
emission of QEs in the proximity of a plasmonic waveguide can 
be significantly enhanced and a large part of the emission can 
be captured by the waveguide and converted to guided SPs. The 
long-range propagation of the SPs on plasmonic nanowave-
guides enables the long-distance energy transfer between QEs. 
Moreover, remote excitation and remote detection of QEs can be 
achieved by using the propagating SPs and the energy intercon-
version between SPs and QEs.[230–232] By utilizing the interference 
of SPs on plasmonic NW, controllable and selective excitation of 
single QEs with separation smaller the diffraction limited scale 
has been realized.[233] The study of enhanced interaction between 
QEs and plasmonic waveguides and preferential spontaneous 
emission into guided SP modes is important for improving our 
understanding of light–matter interaction at nanoscale and for 
designing solid-state quantum information devices.

6.1. Theoretical Framework of the Interaction between  
Quantum Emitters and Plasmonic Waveguides

6.1.1. Plasmonic Nanowire Modified Spontaneous Emission

Chang et  al. established a theoretical framework for the plas-
monic NW modified spontaneous emission of a QE using the 
quasistatic approximation.[234,235] For a conducting cylindrical 
NW of permittivity ε2 with radius R embedded in a dielectric 
medium of permittivity ε1, there exists one fundamental SP 
mode with axial symmetry (see TM0 mode in Figure  1d). The 
longitudinal component of the wave vector shows a unique 
k|| ∝ 1/R behavior, which indicates that the wavelength of this 
SP mode can become largely reduced relative to the free-space 
wavelength as R approaching zero. The perpendicular compo-
nent of the wave vector outside the NW is purely imaginary 
k⊥ ∝ i/R. Therefore, the SP mode is nonradiative and tightly 

localized on a scale R around the metal surface, giving rise to 
a small effective transverse mode area that scales as Aeff ∝ R2. 
The SP mode confined well below the diffraction limit leads to 
a large interaction strength with the nearby QEs. For an oscil-
lating dipole placed at a distance d from the center of a metal 
NW (top sketch in the left panel of Figure  10a), the analytical 
expressions for the decay rate of the dipole into the funda-
mental SP mode γSP, the radiative decay rate into free space 
γrad,m, and the nonradiative decay rate γnrad,m can be obtained. It 
is noted that these three decay rates correspond to γET, γ ′rad, and 
γ ′nrad in Figure 4a, respectively. The γSP is scaled as R−3, due to a 
reduction in the SP group velocity and the small effective mode 
area. The γrad,m of the dipole in the vicinity of the NW surface 
changes slightly from that in uniform dielectric medium. The 
γnrad,m is of 1/(d − R)3 dependence and related to the imaginary 
part of permittivity.

The coupling between QEs and plasmonic waveguides is 
usually characterized by the total decay rate enhancement factor 
(Purcell factor) and the apparent coupling efficiency, which are 
given by FP  = (γSP  + γrad,m  + γnrad,m)/γ0 and ηapp  = γSP/(γSP  + 
γrad,m), respectively. Except for these two parameters, another 
more meaningful parameter to quantify the energy transfer pro-
cess is the SP quantum yield which is given by ηSP = γSP/(γSP + 
γrad,m  + γnrad,m). Generally, the SP quantum yield depends on 
both the NW radius R and the distance d between the NW and 
the emitter. The position dependence of the decay rates leads 
to an optimal distance d0 for which the SP quantum yield is 
maximized. With the decrease of the NW radius, the probability 
of decaying into nonplasmon channels is largely decreased. As 
R→0, the optimized probability of emission into SPs (that is, 
the SP quantum yield) approaches almost unity. For a NW of 
finite radius, the probability of generating SPs can be increased 
by coupling the QE with the NW through a nanotip at the NW 
end (bottom sketch in the left panel of Figure 10a). To decrease 
the loss caused by SPs, the metal NW can couple with a dielec-
tric waveguide to convert the single SPs to single photons. As 
shown in the right panel of Figure  10a, higher single photon 
efficiency is obtained for the NW with a nanotip, with the 
maximum exceeding 95% for the optimal radius value.[234] For 
the NW with radius larger than 10  nm, the values of γSP and 
ηSP calculated by finite element method are significantly larger 
than that obtained with the quasistatic approximation.[236]

6.1.2. Surface Plasmons on a Plasmonic Waveguide Interacting 
with Multiple Quantum Emitters

Single photons emitted from a QE that is strongly coupled with 
a plasmonic NW can be converted into single SPs with near 
unit probability and, equivalently, single propagating SPs can 
interact with a QE with near unit probability. For a single two-
level QE strongly coupled with the SP mode of a metal NW, the 
QE in ground state |g> could reflect the incoming single SPs 
on resonance with the energy gap between excited state |e> and 
ground state |g> with reflection coefficient ≈ (1−1/P)2 near unit 
for P >> 1, where P = γSP/(γrad,m + γnrad,m).[238] A similar strategy 
using a three-level QE with a metastable state |s> decoupled 
from the SP mode may lead to the realization of a single-
photon transistor, in which a single gate photon can control the 
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propagation of subsequent signal pulses consisting of either 
individual or multiple photons.[238]

Two two-level QEs coupled with the same NW can function 
as two tunable reflectors (Figure  10b). By varying the spatial 
separation and spectral detuning of the two QEs, the transmis-
sion of single SPs on the NW can be controlled.[239–241] At small 
spectral detuning, the transmission spectrum shows a Fano-like 
line shape.[237] The propagating SPs between the two QEs can 
be either reflected or transmitted, or can be trapped between 
the two QEs with entanglement created between them.[242–244] It 
was theoretically demonstrated that, for two QEs separated by a 
distance larger than the operating wavelength, a large degree of 
entanglement between them can be obtained by coupling with 
a plasmonic waveguide.[228]

Because the emission from the QEs can efficiently generate 
propagating SPs on a nanowaveguide, long-distance energy 
transfer between donor and acceptor can be achieved by cou-
pling them to the same plasmonic waveguide (Figure  10c, see 
also Section 5.5). Moreover, the SP assisted energy transfer also 
reduces the requirement for dipole orientations of donor and 
acceptor.

6.2. Coupling of Quantum Emitters with Different  
Plasmonic Waveguides

The efficient coupling between single QEs and plasmonic wave-
guides opens the potential for efficient single photon/plasmon 

generation,[245] single-photon transistor,[238] entanglement of 
multiple QEs,[228] and so on. The experimental realization of 
exciton–plasmon coupling at single quanta level is one of the 
major research directions in the field of quantum plasmonics. 
In the research of exciton–plasmon interaction at the single 
emitter level, single QDs and single NV centers in nanodia-
monds are the most popularly used QEs. New single-photon 
sources, like defects in 2D materials, have also been incorpo-
rated with plasmonic waveguides. This section will focus on 
the progress of coupling between single QEs and various plas-
monic waveguides.

6.2.1. Chemically Synthesized Silver Nanowires

Chemically synthesized crystalline Ag NWs with atomic 
smoothness can support propagating SPs with low losses 
in the visible and near-infrared spectral range, which makes 
them ideal candidates for proof of principle demonstration 
of the coupling with single QEs. The first demonstration of a 
single QE coupling with a plasmonic waveguide was realized 
in the system of a QD and a Ag NW (Figure 11a).[245] The dis-
tance between the QD and the NW is controlled by the thick-
ness of spin-coated PMMA layer. The spontaneous emission of 
the QD into propagating SPs was verified by the high degree 
of correlation between the time traces of the fluorescence 
counts from the QD and the end of the NW (bottom panel of 
Figure  11a). The cross-correlation measurement between the 

Figure 10. a) Left-top: A dipole emitter positioned a distance d from the center of a NW with radius R. Left-bottom: A dipole emitter positioned near 
the end of a nanotip. Right: Optimized efficiency of single photon generation versus R. Solid line: theoretical efficiency using a NW. Dotted line: theo-
retical efficiency using a nanotip. Solid points: efficiency based on numerical simulations of emission near a nanotip, combined with coupled-mode 
equations. b) Schematic of the system consisting of two QDs side coupled to a metal NW. The SPs are evanescently coupled to the QDs with coupling 
strength gi (i = 1, 2). The QDi is modeled as a two-level system with vacuum state |0>i and exciton state|1>i. c) Diagram of energy transfer between a 
donor (emitter) and an acceptor mediated by the SPs on a plasmonic wedge waveguide. (a) Left: Reproduced with permission.[235] Copyright 2007, 
American Physical Society. Right: Reproduced with permission.[234] Copyright 2006, American Physical Society. (b) Reproduced with permission.[237] 
Copyright 2012, Optical Society of America. (c) Reproduced with permission.[200] Copyright 2010, American Chemical Society.
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QD emission and the NW end scattering shows a clear anti-
bunching behavior, which indicates the generation of single 
quantized SPs on the NW. Later, the coupling between a dia-
mond nanocrystal containing a single NV center and a Ag NW 
was demonstrated (Figure 11b).[246] The wave-particle duality of 

SPs was shown by the observation of strong modulation in the 
emission spectrum at the NW end (bottom panel of Figure 11b) 
and the antibunching of the emitted photons.

The NW-QE coupling system can be assembled in more con-
trollable ways. By using an AFM tip, a diamond nanocrystal 

Figure 11. a) Coupling of a QD to a Ag NW. Top-left: Optical image of a Ag NW. Top-right: Fluorescence image with the excitation laser focused on 
the QD marked by a red circle. Bottom: Time traces of fluorescence counts from the coupled QD (red curve) and from the end of the NW (blue).  
b) Top: Fluorescence image of an optically excited NV center in a nanodiamond coupled to a Ag NW. Bottom: Fluorescence emission spectrum of 
single plasmons coupled out from the right end of the NW (black curve). The red and blue lines show results of simulations taking into account losses 
during propagation of plasmons on the NW as well as dispersion for NW radius of 29 and 32 nm, respectively. c) Color-coded lifetime data of the NV 
center in a nanodiamond on AFM tip as a function of height and position perpendicular to a Ag NW. Scale bar is 100 nm. d) Image of the measured QD 
lifetime near the end of a Ag NW. The color scale is labeled with both lifetime and Purcell factor. The dashed region indicates the location of the NW.  
e) Distance-dependent properties of the QD-Ag NW coupling system. The measured fluorescence lifetime (i), the decay rate ratio of SP generation 
channel and free-space radiation channel (ii), the decay rates of different channels (iii), and the SP quantum yield (iv) as a function of Al2O3 spacer 
thickness. f) Left: AFM topography image of two Ag NWs and sketched cross section for a nanodiamond located in the nanogap between two NWs. 
The black arrow indicates the location of the NV center in the nanodiamond. Right: Fluorescence image of the dual NW structure when the NV center is 
excited. g) Left: Optical image of SP propagation overlaid on a SEM image of a distributed Bragg reflector resonator fabricated around a Ag NW. Right: 
Fluorescence spectrum of QDs on the substrate (blue dashed line) and coupled to the plasmon resonator (red line). The transmission spectrum of 
the device is overlaid (gray line, crosses). (a) Reproduced with permission.[245] Copyright 2007, Nature Publishing Group. (b) Reproduced with permis-
sion.[246] Copyright 2009, Nature Publishing Group. (c) Reproduced with permission.[75] Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society. (d) Reproduced with 
permission.[45] Copyright 2013, Nature Publishing Group. (e) Reproduced with permission.[177] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society. (f) Repro-
duced with permission.[247] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. (g) Reproduced with permission.[248] Copyright 2012, American Physical Society.
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containing a single NV center can be moved to approach a 
nearby Ag NW. The fluorescence lifetime of the NV center was 
decreased after coupling with Ag NW.[71] By attaching a dia-
mond nanocrystal with a single NV center on an AFM tip, 3D 
fluorescence lifetime imaging measurement was performed 
around the Ag NW surface, demonstrating distance and position 
dependent lifetime (Figure 11c).[75] Microfluidic flow control pro-
vides a method for positioning and moving single QDs around 
single Ag NWs, as demonstrated by Ropp et al.[45,249] Combining 
with the single molecule localization imaging method, they 
mapped out the distributions of fluorescence intensity and life-
time for the QD at different positions around the Ag NW with 
a spatial accuracy of about 12  nm. The mapped lifetime near 
the NW end shows clear oscillations along the direction of the 
NW (Figure 11d), which is due to the interference of SPs directly 
launched into the NW and that reflected at the NW end.

For a coupled system of a single QD and a Ag NW, the SP 
quantum yield, that is the probability of excitons converting to 
SPs, was experimentally obtained by determining the decay rates 
of all the exciton recombination channels.[177] The separation 
distance between the QD and the NW was controlled by tuning 
the thickness of Al2O3 spacer layer. The QD fluorescence life-
time was decreased with the decrease of the separation distance 
(Figure 11e (i)), corresponding to the increase of total decay rate. 
The enhancement factor of total decay rate is 9.8 for the sepa-
ration of 3 nm. As the Al2O3 film thickness decreases from 35 
to 3 nm, the decay rate ratio of SP generation channel and far-
field radiation channel shows an increase (Figure  11e  (ii)), cor-
responding to the increase of the apparent coupling efficiency. 
The decay rates of all the three recombination channels are 
shown in Figure 11e  (iii). As can be seen, the decay rates of all 
the three channels increase as the spacer thickness decreases, 
but the increasing rates are different. When the QD-NW dis-
tance is about 10 nm, the maximum SP quantum yield of 21% 
is achieved (Figure 11e (iv)), corresponding to the apparent cou-
pling efficiency of 56%. When the QD-NW distance is decreased 
to about 3 nm, the apparent coupling efficiency is increased to 
65%, while the SP quantum yield is decreased to 15.8%.

In addition to QDs and NV centers, the coupling between 
defect emitters in 2D materials and chemically synthesized 
Ag NWs was also investigated. 2D TMDCs attract much atten-
tion in recent years due to their interesting optical properties, 
and the directional coupling of valley-dependent fluorescence 
and Raman emissions with SPs on Ag NWs has been 
reported.[250,251] For monolayer TMDCs on metal nanostruc-
tures, the strain can induce localized defect emitters, which 
show single photon emission properties at low temperature. 
Defects in a hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) flake provide a new 
kind of room-temperature single-photon sources. The coupling 
of Ag NWs with defect emitters in WSe2 monolayers and h-BN 
flakes was demonstrated.[252,253]

The chemically synthesized Ag NW was also used to study 
the interaction of multiple QEs coupled with the same NW.[254] 
The energy transfer between two fluorescent NPs mediated by 
SPs on a Ag NW was investigated, and the energy transfer effi-
ciency up to 17% was achieved for a donor–acceptor separation 
of 1.3  µm.[198] Energy transfer over longer distance was dem-
onstrated for a single QD donor and a fluorescent nanobead 
acceptor separated by 8.7 µm on a Ag NW.[199]

The interaction strength between a single QE and a plas-
monic NW is usually modest. Designing plasmonic waveguide 
with stronger field confinement is desired to enhance the 
exciton–plasmon coupling strength.[255] Compared with single 
NWs, the SP gap mode between two parallel metal NWs pos-
sesses larger mode confinement, which can further enhance 
the spontaneous emission rate.[256] This was demonstrated in 
experiment by manipulating a diamond nanocrystal and two Ag 
NWs with an AFM tip (Figure  11f).[247] The measured Purcell 
factor is 8.3, which is 2.2 times higher compared to the single 
NW case. It is noted that the NV center in their experiment was 
not placed exactly in the center of the gap, which could influ-
ence the performance of two parallel Ag NWs to increase the 
spontaneous emission rate.

Enhancing the quality factor of the SP mode by introducing a 
resonator is another strategy to enhance the interaction strength. 
A plasmonic resonator composed of a Ag NW surrounded by 
patterned PMMA Bragg reflectors is shown in Figure 11g, where 
the QDs are randomly distributed in the PMMA.[248] The highest 
quality factor at a vacuum wavelength of 638  nm for a NW 
with diameter of 100  nm is 95, close to the theoretical expecta-
tion of 100. For the QDs with emission wavelength at the cavity 
resonance (right panel of Figure  11g), a Purcell factor of 75 was 
obtained. The coupling of the plasmonic resonator with a nano-
diamoand containing a single NV center was also demonstrated.

6.2.2. Lithographysically Fabricated Plasmonic Waveguides

The advanced lithography techniques facilitate the fabrication 
of plasmonic waveguides with well-controlled geometries by 
top-down methods. The coupling structures of colloidal QDs 
and silver NWs of 100 nm in width and 40 nm in height were 
fabricated by using a two-step EBL method (Figure  12a). A 
SiO2 film of 10–15 nm thick was deposited as spacer to prevent 
quenching of QD emission. The modulation of the fluores-
cence spectra was observed in this coupled system.[78,79]

Plasmonic waveguide composed of two metal NWs (two-wire 
transmission line) supports symmetric and antisymmetric SP 
modes that can be excited by laser light with polarization parallel 
and perpendicular to the NW, respectively. Figure  12b shows a 
two-wire waveguide integrated with an incoupling antenna and a 
mode detector, which is fabricated by focused ion beam milling 
on a single-crystalline silver plate.[257] For a fluorescent nanobead 
coupled with the waveguide, its spontaneous emission generates 
propagating SPs, resulting in the emission at the two sides of the 
mode detector (bottom panel of Figure 12b). For a single molecule 
in the nanogap of such a waveguide, the fluorescence lifetime is 
reduced from about 3.6  ns in the uncoupled case to 0.4  ns.[258] 
The coupling of strain-induced QEs in monolayer WSe2 with 
plasmonic two-wire waveguides is also reported, showing Purcell 
factor in the range of 2–15.[259]

Dielectric-loaded plasmonic waveguides that confine SPs later-
ally by using dielectric stripes patterned on a flat metal film sup-
port hybrid plasmonic–photonic modes with longer propagation 
lengths. Figure 12c shows the coupling of a single NV center in 
nanodiamond with a dielectric-loaded plasmonic waveguide.[260] 
In experiment, the nanodiamond with a single NV center on 
Ag film was first characterized and its location related to the 
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coordinate markers was determined. The dielectric-loaded plas-
monic waveguide was then fabricated with nanometer precision 
around the precharacterized nanodiamond by EBL of hydrogen 
silsesquioxane resist spin-coated on the Ag surface. A similar 
system was obtained by coupling a single germanium vacancy 
(GeV) center in nanodiamond with a dielectric-loaded plasmonic 
waveguide fabricated on a single-crystalline silver plate.[261] For 
branched dielectric-loaded plasmonic waveguides with one 
nanodiamond containing multiple NV centers on each branch, 
the nanodiamonds can be selectively excited by using circularly 
polarized laser light with different handedness.[262]

V-groove waveguides offer strong confinement of electro-
magnetic field near the groove bottom, which is easily acces-
sible by solid QEs. As shown in Figure  12d, a NV center in 
nanodiamond was positioned inside the Au V-groove wave-
guide with an AFM tip. The emission of the excited NV center 
was partly coupled to propagating SPs which were out-coupled 
as photons at the ends of the V-groove, as shown by the dim 
spots marked with white arrows.[263]

Wedge waveguides can offer a very small mode size with 
the electric field tightly confined near the apex. By fabricating 
two block reflectors on a Ag wedge waveguide, a Fabry–Pérot 
resonator was formed (left panel of Figure  12e).[264] When col-
loidal QDs are placed on the wedge using electrohydrodynamic 
printing method, their emission can be greatly modified by the 
plasmonic resonator. For a resonator with 10  µm length, the 
emission spectrum of ensemble QDs from one of the reflectors 
has a linewidth of 3.3  nm at the central peak, corresponding 
to a quality factor of 191. Comparing with the QDs on glass 

substrate, the Purcell factor of 12.4 is obtained. The coupling of 
single QDs with a Ag wedge was also demonstrated. As shown 
in the middle and right panels of Figure 12e, the emission from 
one QD on the wedge (QD2) and the emission at the wedge 
end show correlated blinking.
Table 2 summarizes the Purcell factor of single QEs coupled 

with different plasmonic waveguides. The chemically synthe-
sized crystalline Ag NWs are the most popularly used plas-
monic waveguide for studying the plasmon–exciton coupling, 
because they are easily attainable, possess relatively low propa-
gation loss, and can be conveniently assembled with single 
QEs. Comparing with plasmonic NP structures, individual plas-
monic waveguides usually provide much lower Purcell factor. 
To increase the Purcell factor, decreasing the mode volume 
using plasmonic gap modes and increasing the quality factor 
using resonators are feasible solutions, as discussed above. 
Positioning QEs with optimized orientations at exact positions 
of plasmonic waveguide structures is crucial to increase the 
coupling strength, and is still very challenging.

7. Strong Coupling

7.1. Principles of Strong Coupling

Strong coupling is a profound concept of cavity quantum elec-
trodynamics.[27,265,266] When placed in an optical cavity, QEs will 
decay differently from their counterparts in free space because 
of the alteration of electromagnetic environment. In weak 

Figure 12. a) Left: Optical transmission image of QD-Ag NW coupling structures fabricated by a two-step EBL procedure. Scale bar is 5 µm. The red 
spot marks one area with QDs. Right: The corresponding fluorescence image. The bright spots at the top are the reference QDs. Light due to SP 
scattering is seen on the right-side NW ends. b) Top: SEM image of the waveguide structure. Bottom: PL map for exciting the optical antenna with 
the polarization direction indicated by the orange arrow. c) Left: AFM image of a dielectric loaded plasmonic waveguide. The inset shows the thick-
ness profile across the gray arrow. The red star denotes the position of the NV center coupled to the waveguide. Right: Fluorescence image when the 
nanodiamond is excited. d) Top-left: AFM image of nanodiamonds positioned in the vicinity of a V-groove waveguide. The solid and dashed circles 
indicate, respectively, the position of one nanodiamond with a single NV center and the position in the V-groove where it was positioned with an AFM 
tip. Top-right: AFM image of the nanodiamond inside the V-groove channel. Bottom: Fluorescence image of an assembled structure of NV center and 
V-groove when the excitation and collection polarizations were both set perpendicular to the groove axis. e) Left: SEM image of a Ag wedge with two 
block reflectors on the apex. QDs are deposited on the apex of the Ag wedge between the block reflectors. The scale bar is 5 µm. Middle and right: 
Fluorescence images of three QDs on the apex of a Ag wedge. The scale bars are 1 µm. (a) Reproduced with permission.[78] Copyright 2012, American 
Institute of Physics. (b) Reproduced with permission.[257] Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. (c) Reproduced with permission.[260] Copyright 
2017, American Chemical Society. (d) Reproduced with permission.[263] Copyright 2015, Nature Publishing Group. (e) Reproduced with permission.[264] 
Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.
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coupling regime, the spontaneous emission of QEs is modified 
as discussed in Sections 5 and 6. When the coupling strength 
between QEs and cavity modes is strong enough, namely, in the 
strong coupling regime, polaritons with mixed states are pro-
duced which are part light and part matter.

The coupling strength g can be expressed as

µµ=g
EE·
�

 (1)

where μ and E are the dipole moment and vacuum electric field 
at the emitter position, respectively, and ℏ is the reduced Planck 
constant. The amplitude of the vacuum electric field can be 
expressed as

V
EE| |

2

�ω
ε

=  (2)

where V is the mode volume, ε is the permittivity of the mate-
rial surrounding the emitter, and ω is the angular frequency of 
the photon. Therefore,

ω
ε

µµ εε=g
V

·
2�

 (3)

where ε is the unit vector of the electric field.[265,267,268]

For simplicity, neglecting the detuning and losses, the Ham-
iltonian of a single two-level QE interacting with a cavity mode 
can be defined as

H e e a a g a e g a g eˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ† †� � �ω ω ( )= + − +  (4)

where |e〉 and |g〉 are the excited and ground state of the emitter, 
respectively, and â†  and â  are the creation and annihilation 

operator for the photons in the cavity mode, respectively.[269] Con-
sidering Equation (3), the coupling strength can be written as

ω
ε

εε=g g e
V

p̂ ·
2�

 (5)

where p̂  is the dipole moment operator.[44] With this Hamilto-
nian, we can get the eigenenergy

E g� �ω= ±±  (6)

For the system of N emitters interacting with a cavity 
mode,[270] as a result of coherence, the eigenenergy of the mixed 
states is expressed as

E N g� �ω= ±±  (7)

Considering the detuning and losses, the system can be 
described by the coupled oscillator model
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where ωcav (ω0), κ (γ), and α (β) are the angular frequency, the 
decay rate, and the Hopfield coefficient of the cavity (emitter), 
respectively. Thus, we get the eigenvalues of the two polariton 
branches
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Table 2. Single QEs coupled with various plasmonic waveguides.

Waveguides Size [nm]a) QEs Emission  
wavelength [nm]

Assembling  
methods

Separation 
distance [nm]

Purcell 
factor

Ref.

Ag NW d ≈ 102 ± 24 QD 655 Spin-coating ≈30 1.7  [245]

Ag NW d ≈ 70 NV center 550–800 Self-assembly ≈30 2.5 [246]

Ag NW d ≈ 50–65 NV center 647–785 AFM manipulation – 2.9–4.6 [71]

Ag NW d ≈ 50 NV center 700 Scanning NV center – 2.6 [75]

Ag NW d ≈ 100 QD 630 Flow control 30 2.1 [45]

Ag NW d ≈ 80 QD 655 Spin-coating 3 9.75 [177]

Ag NW d ≈ 115 QD ≈610 Spin-coating – ≈20 [199]

Ag NW w ≈ 100, h ≈ 50 QD 780 Two-step EBL 10 ≈4 [79]

Ag NW d ≈ 100 defect in h-BN 600 Stamping – 1.88 [253]

V-groove waveguide w ≈ 315, depth 510 NV center 650–750 AFM manipulation – 2.44 [263]

Dielectric-loaded waveguide w ≈ 250, h ≈ 180 NV center 550–800 EBL – 5 [260]

Dielectric-loaded waveguide w ≈ 250, h ≈ 180 GeV center 602 EBL – 6 [261]

Two parallel Ag NWs w ≈ 90, h ≈ 80, gap ≈ 60 Terrylene diimide molecule ≈667 Spin-coating – 9 [258]

Two parallel Au NWs w ≈ 172, h ≈ 75, gap ≈ 96 Defect in monolayer WSe2 740–830 Strain induced – 2–15 [259]

Two parallel Ag NWs d ≈ 110 NV center 700 AFM manipulation – 8.3 [247]

a)d, w, and h represent diameter, width, and height, respectively.
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with the detuning δ =  ωcav  − ω0. The results obtained on the 
basis of coupled oscillator model agree well with that of 
quantum treatment.[271]

In the case of zero detuning,

g i
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representing Lorentz oscillators centered at 
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The vacuum Rabi splitting can be defined as[274–276]

g4
2
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  (11)

When the linewidths of the cavity and emitter are much 
smaller than their resonance energies, we can neglect the 
damping and get the usually used formula

2 4
cav 0 2

2

ω ω ω δ= + ± +± g  (12)

It should be noted that not only the strong coupling, cavity/
exciton induced transparency or Fano resonance can also give 
rise to spectral splitting.[277–279] The criterion of strong coupling 
requires that the vacuum Rabi splitting exceeds the mean of the 
damping rates of the cavity and the emitter,[265] that is,

g4
2 2

2
2κ γ κ γΩ = − −






 ≥ +

 (13)

7.2. Strong Coupling between Various Emitters and Plasmonic 
Nanostructures

Equation  (3) indicates that smaller mode volume of the cavity 
benefits strong coupling. The electric field confined far below 
the diffraction limit in plasmonic nanostructures enables the 
ultrasmall volume of the SP modes. Therefore, plasmonic 
nanostructures provide promising platforms for strong cou-
pling. Equation  (3) also indicates that the emitters with larger 
dipole moments result in a stronger coupling strength, which 
leads to a larger Rabi splitting according to Equation  (11). The 
Rabi splitting is in proportion to the square root of the emitter 
numbers. Therefore, it is much easier to observe strong cou-
pling phenomena in the systems with plenty of emitters. 
The square root dependence of the Rabi splitting or coupling 
strength on the emitter number (the absorbance) was demon-
strated in many different systems,[276,280–289] where the emitter 
number was controlled by altering the emitter concentration 
or the thickness of polymer matrix. Early in 1979, Pockrand 
et  al. reported the theoretical study of the interaction between 
SPs on a silver film and the molecular layer deposited on 
the silver film by angle and wavelength scans in attenuated 
total reflection measurements based on the Kretschmann 

configuration.[290] This configuration was employed widely in 
early experimental studies of strong coupling between metal 
film and various emitters.[274,281,283,291,292] Structured metal sur-
faces and plasmonic NPs provide more possibilities for tuning 
the SP behaviors. Nanohole arrays in metal film, NP arrays, 
and 1D grating structures are all used for the strong coupling. 
Single plasmonic NPs especially nanogaps between nearby NPs 
can strongly confine electromagnetic field and possess largely 
reduced mode volume, providing a promising platform for real-
izing strong coupling at the nanometer scale and at the limit of 
single QE.[293,294] The strong coupling is usually experimentally 
investigated by optical measurements, such as reflection, scat-
tering, transmission, extinction and PL. In addition, electron-
based spectroscopies such as electron energy loss spectroscopy 
and cathodoluminescence can also be used to probe the strong 
plasmon–exciton coupling,[295–300] which are particularly useful 
for the coupling involving dark SP modes and for revealing 
nanoscale spatial variations. In this section, we briefly review 
the strong coupling in different systems of emitters and plas-
monic structures classified by the emitters used. The emit-
ters used for strong coupling mainly include J-aggregates, dye 
molecules, QDs, and monolayer or few-layer TMDCs. Besides, 
quantum wells based on various materials,[301–304] ZnO NW,[295] 
and CdSe nanoplatelets[305] were also employed for studying 
their strong coupling with plasmonic nanostructures.

7.2.1. J-Aggregates

J-aggregates of organic dyes have long been a platform for 
studying the strong coupling phenomena. Compared with the 
molecule monomers, the absorption bands of J-aggregates 
are redshifted with increased sharpness.[306] The excitons 
of the J-aggregates, formed by delocalized electrons over 
many adjacent molecules, have very large transition dipole 
moments.[268,287] The low loss and large transition dipole 
moment make J-aggregates one of the major emitter systems 
for studying the strong coupling between plasmonic nanostruc-
tures and QEs.

Early in 1982, Pockrand et  al. reported the observation 
of strong coupling between J-aggregates and Ag film.[291] 
J-aggregates of cyanine dye molecules were deposited onto 
a Ag film of 55  nm thickness on a quartz substrate. The SPs 
launched by attenuated total reflection based on a prism in the 
Kretschmann configuration were strongly coupled to the exci-
tons of J-aggregates. Reflectivity measurements revealed the 
anticrossing dispersion relation of the plasmon–exciton hybrid 
states. For the exciton transition dipole moment aligned par-
allel to the Ag film, two branches of plasmon–exciton polaritons 
(plexcitons) were observed. When the transition dipole moment 
has a perpendicular component, three branches of plexcitons 
were observed. Over two decades later, Bellessa et al. reported 
the strong coupling in a similar system composed of Ag film 
and cyanine dye J-aggregates in a PVA matrix.[292] A Rabi split-
ting of around 180 meV was achieved in the angle-resolved 
reflectivity experiments. Moreover, the low energy plexciton 
branch was also observed in the PL detected through the prism. 
The lacking of the high energy branch was attributed to the 
relaxation toward uncoupled excitonic states.
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Patterning periodic nanostructures on metal film can gen-
erate more SP modes which can be tuned by the periodicity. 
These SP modes can be excited when the momentum match 
of SPs and incident light is satisfied by the Bragg diffrac-
tion. Dintinger et  al. reported the strong coupling between 
J-aggregates and the (1, 0) SP mode on an array of nano-
holes milled in the Ag film of 370  nm thickness by focused 
ion beam.[280] The anticrossing behavior was observed in the 
energy dispersion curves obtained by varying the period of the 
hole arrays for normal incidence transmission, and the Rabi 
splitting of about 250 meV was achieved. Angle-resolved trans-
mission experiments showed similar results. The linear rela-
tionship between the Rabi splitting and the square root of the 
J-aggregate absorbance was observed. For nanoholes in 20 nm 
thin Ag film coated by J-aggregates, Rabi splitting was observed 
in both extinction and absorption spectra.[288] For periodic Au 
nanovoids, it was demonstrated that both the plasmonic-crystal-
like mode and localized SP mode can strongly couple with the 
excitons of J-aggregates.[307] In the hybrid structure consisting of 
J-aggregate film spin-coated onto a Au nanoslit array, the ultra-
fast Rabi oscillation was observed,[308] and the ultrafast manip-
ulation of the Rabi splitting energy was demonstrated.[308,309] 
Moreover, optical Stark effect was observed in this strongly cou-
pled system.[310] Strong coupling between Ag and Al NP arrays 
and J-aggregates was experimentally demonstrated with Rabi 
splitting of 450 and 400 meV obtained from the transmission 
spectra, respectively.[311,312] It is noted that although NP arrays 
were fabricated, it is the localized SP mode of single NPs that 
was involved in these strong coupling systems. NP array on 
metal film provides another configuration for strong coupling 
with the J-aggregates sandwiched between the metal film and 
the NP array.[313]

For chemically synthesized colloidal metal NPs, their 
strong coupling with J-aggregates can be characterized by 
extinction spectra of the mixed solution. Fofang et al. reported 
the strong coupling of J-aggregates and Au nanoshells in solu-
tion.[314] Spectral splitting was observed when the nanoshell 
solution was mixed with the solution of J-aggregates. The SP 
resonance peak can be tuned by controlling the ratio of the 
inner core radius and the shell radius. The dispersion curves 
of the plexcitonic states were obtained by tuning the SP reso-
nance energy across the exciton line of J-aggregates. In addi-
tion to the dipole mode, the quadrupole mode can be tuned 
to match the J-aggregate exciton energy by controlling the NP 
size and ratio of the inner and outer radius. The Rabi split-
ting is about 120 meV for the dipole mode and about 100 meV 
for the quadrupole mode. Similar observations were reported 
in the coupling systems of J-aggregates and Au nanostars,[315] 
Ag nanoprisms,[316,317] Au nanorods,[318,319] Ag@Au hollow 
nanoshells,[320] Au@Ag nanorods,[321–323] Ag-Au nanorings,[324] 
etc. Spectral splitting was observed in both the extinction 
and PL spectra for the hybrid system of J-aggregates and Au 
nanorods.[318] For J-aggregates bound to core−shell Au@Ag 
nanorods, it was demonstrated that the plexcitons produced 
by strong coupling show magneto-optical activity.[321] For 
chiral J-aggregates coupling with Au@Ag nanorods and for 
chiral Au@Ag nanorod dimers coupling with J-aggregates, 
Rabi splitting was observed in both the extinction and circular 
dichroism spectra.[323,325]

The strong coupling between single plasmonic nanostruc-
tures and many excitons was first reported in the hybrid system 
of individual lithographically defined Au nanodisk dimers and 
cyanine dye J-aggregates in PVA matrix.[326] The SP resonance 
energy of the Au nanodimers was tuned by keeping the gap size 
of 15 nm and varying the diameters of the nanodisks from 60 
to 115 nm, as shown in Figure 13a (i). The invariable small gap 
size ensures the extremely confined electromagnetic field in the 
nanogap. Spectral splitting in the dark-field scattering spectra 
was observed for polarization parallel to the axis connecting the 
center of the two nanodisks, as shown in Figure  13a  (ii). The 
dispersion curves in Figure 13a (iii) indicates a Rabi splitting of 
230 meV. Strong coupling between dimers of chemically syn-
thesized Au NPs and J-aggregates was also reported. By using 
DNA origami technique, Au NP dimers can be assembled 
with a small nanogap of about 5 nm. By tuning the size of the 
NPs, the SP resonance can be tuned across the exciton energy. 
From the dark-field scattering spectra of individual dimers, the 
anticrossing in dispersion was obtained with a Rabi splitting of 
about 150 meV.[327]

Zengin et  al. studied the coupling between chemically 
synthesized single Ag nanorods and cyanine dye TDBC 
J-aggregates. Transparency dip was observed in both the dark-
field scattering spectra and extinction spectra of single hybrid 
nanorods.[328] The average vacuum Rabi splitting of about  
100 meV was obtained, approaching the SP damping rate. Later, 
they reported the strong coupling between individual Ag nano-
prisms and TDBC J-aggregates. As shown in Figure  13b, the 
scattering peak of the Ag nanoprism splits to two peaks for the 
coupled system, with the dip at the wavelength of J-aggregate 
absorption peak.[268] The Rabi splitting of 280 meV exceeds  
the average damping rate of SP mode and excitons, confirming 
the realization of strong coupling. In similar systems, spectral 
splitting in both scattering and PL spectra were observed.[329]

The strong coupling between a single exciton and a plas-
monic nanostructure is highly desired to reach the quantum 
optics limit. The sharp tips in plasmonic nanostructures can 
help to decrease the SP mode volume, benefiting the realization 
of plasmon–exciton strong coupling. Liu et al. chemically coated 
Au nanorods with Ag shells and obtained Au@Ag nanorods 
of cuboid shape (Figure  13c  (i)).[287] Comparing with the bare 
Au nanorod, the electric field is more tightly confined around 
the sharp corners of the cuboid (Figure 13c (ii) and black solid 
lines in Figure  13c  (iii)). Calculations show that mode volume 
is decreased from ≈6585 nm3 for the Au nanorod to ≈71 nm3 
for the Au@Ag nanocuboid. The dramatically reduced mode 
volume leads to the much larger plasmon–exciton coupling 
coefficient for the cuboid, as shown by the pink dashed lines 
in Figure  13c  (iii). The quick decrease of the coupling coeffi-
cient as the emitter gets away from the cuboid corner indicates 
that a distance of the emitter from the cuboid less than 1 nm 
is favorable for realizing strong coupling. This small distance 
can be ensured by the J-aggregate monolayer. By varying the 
dye concentration, the number of the excitons coupling with 
single nanocuboids can be controlled. Calculation results show  
the exciton number ranges from ≈0.7 to ≈6.1, corresponding to 
the vacuum Rabi splitting of ≈72 to 209 meV (Figure 13c  (iv)). 
This indicates the realization of strong coupling at single 
exciton level for single plasmonic NPs.
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7.2.2. Molecules

Molecules usually have a smaller dipole moment, which is 
adverse to the realization of strong coupling. However, since 
the damping rates of molecules are usually much larger than 
the J-aggregates but still lower than SPs, a smaller damping 
rate difference can be obtained. According to Equation (11), the 
decay rate matching contributes to the enhancement of Rabi 
splitting. Hakala et  al. reported the strong coupling of rhoda-
mine 6G (R6G) molecules in the matrix of SU-8 resist with 
the SPs on Ag film of 45 nm thickness launched by prism cou-
pling.[276] Three polariton branches were detected at both the 
prism side and the air side for the sample with R6G of high 
concentration. Vacuum Rabi splitting of 230 and 110 meV were 
obtained from the air side at the wavelengths corresponding 
to the absorption maximum and absorption shoulder of R6G 
molecules, respectively.

The strong coupling between photochromic molecules and 
nanohole arrays in Ag film was reported by Schwartz et  al., 
and the Rabi splitting as large as 650 meV was obtained.[275] 
The photochromic spiropyran (SPI) molecules they used can 
be photoisomerized to merocyanine (MC) form by UV irradia-
tion and recovered by visible irradiation. The SPI is transparent 

across the visible range, while the MC shows an absorption 
peak at 560  nm. The system is weakly coupled for low con-
centration of MC, and reaches the strong coupling regime 
when the MC concentration is sufficient. Therefore, revers-
ible switching between weak and strong coupling regime can 
be achieved by optically controlling the form of molecules. The 
photoswitchable strong coupling between metal NP arrays and 
MC molecules was also demonstrated.[330,331] Moreover, the 
active tuning of coupling strength was realized by controlling 
the electrochemical potential in the system of Au nanotriangle 
array and HITC molecules.[332]

The surface lattice resonances supported by periodic metal 
NP arrays possess small linewidth compared with LSPRs of 
single NPs, and thus provide a good platform for engineering 
the strong coupling with molecules. The delocalized nature of 
surface lattice resonances indicates that the molecules near dis-
tant NPs are coherently coupled in the strong coupling regime. 
Rodriguez et  al. reported the strong coupling in the hybrid 
system of a periodic Ag nanorod array covered by a PVA layer 
doped with R6G molecules.[333] By increasing the plexciton den-
sity through optical pumping, they observed thermalization and 
cooling of the plexcitons. Väkeväinen et al. measured the extinc-
tion spectra of Ag nanodisk arrays coated with R6G of different 

Figure 13. a) Strong coupling between single Au nanodisk dimers and DPDC J-aggregates. (i) Left: SEM images of five Au nanodisk dimers with diam-
eters of 60, 70, 85, 100, and 115 nm, respectively. The scale bars correspond to 100 nm. Right: Longitudinally polarized scattering spectra measured for 
the five bare dimers and the exciton absorption spectrum of the J-aggregates (gray line). (ii) Scattering spectra of hybrid systems of Au nanodimers 
and J-aggregates with nanodisks ranging from 60 to 115 nm in diameter recorded for longitudinal polarization. (iii) Dispersion curves of the hybrid 
plexcitonic states. The black and green dashed lines represent the uncoupled exciton and SP energies, respectively. b) Strong coupling between single 
Ag nanoprisms and TDBC J-aggregates. Top: Extinction spectrum (left) and schematic view (right) of J-aggregates. Middle: Scattering spectrum (left) 
and schematic view (right) of a Ag nanoprism. Bottom: Scattering spectrum (left) and schematic view (right) of a nanoprism strongly coupled to 
J-aggregates. c) Strong coupling between single Au@Ag cuboid nanorods and PIC J-aggregates. (i) TEM images of a Au nanorod (top) and a Au@Ag  
nanorod with cuboid shape (bottom). (ii) Left: Schematic views of the nanorods shown in (i). Right: Simulated electric field distributions of the lon-
gitudinal SP mode supported by the Au nanorod and Au@Ag cuboid nanorod. (iii) Normalized electric field and coupling coefficient as functions 
of the emitter distance from the vertex of the corner along the direction of the maximum electric field [dashed white arrows in (ii)]. The pink dashed 
lines and blue stars are the coupling coefficient obtained from different calculation methods. (iv) Statistics of the vacuum Rabi splitting measured for 
individual hybrid nanocuboids and the corresponding calculated mean exciton number Nx for each dye concentration. (a) Reproduced with permis-
sion.[326] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. (b) Reproduced with permission.[268] Copyright 2015, American Physical Society. (c) Reproduced 
with permission.[287] Copyright 2017, American Physical Society.
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concentrations in PMMA, and observed anticrossing behavior 
involving two surface lattice resonance modes, one localized SP 
mode, and two molecular transitions.[284]

Dimers of metal NPs support SPs with the electric field 
localized in the nanogaps, facilitating the realization of strong 
coupling. For Ag NP dimers prepared by angle-resolved nano-
sphere lithography on a glass substrate, their strong cou-
pling with HITC molecules was observed in the extinction 
spectra.[286] For single dimers of chemically synthesized Ag NPs 
coupled with R6G molecules, peak splitting was observed in the 
dark-field scattering spectra.[334] The nanogaps between a metal 
NP and a metal film also support SPs with small mode volume, 
and strong coupling has been demonstrated in different sys-
tems.[289,335,336] By aligning the transition dipole moment of the 
molecule in the nanogap, strong coupling at single molecule 
level was demonstrated. As schematically shown in the left 
panel of Figure  14a, the methylene blue mole cule was encap-
sulated inside the macrocyclic cucurbit[n]uril molecule, and 
was located in the nanogap between a gold NP and a gold film 
with the dipole transition moment perpendicular to the gold 
mirror.[335] The ultrasmall mode volume of the plasmonic cavity 
of about 40 nm3 and the dipole moment orientation aligned 
with the SP field contribute to the realization of strong coupling 

even at single molecule level. The right panel of Figure  14a 
shows the scattering spectra for the coupled system with one, 
two, and three molecules in the nanogap. The increase of Rabi 
splitting with the increase of the molecule number can be seen, 
and the Rabi splitting for a single molecule is about 90 meV. 
Ojambati et  al. studied a single molecule of Atto647 aligned 
using DNA origami interacting with a gold NP-on-mirror 
plasmonic cavity.[336] They observed the peak splitting in both 
the scattering and PL spectra, and reported Rabi oscillation in 
power dependent measurement. Moreover, the second-order 
correlation function of the photon emission statistics reveals 
the photon bunching and anti-bunching regimes which are 
dependent on the excitation wavelength.

7.2.3. Quantum Dots

QDs are tiny semiconductor particles (1–100 nm) with the sizes 
even smaller than the exciton Bohr radii of their bulk counter-
parts. The small size of the QD leads to discrete energy levels 
as a result of quantum confinement effect, and the QD can be 
viewed as an artificial atom. Their optical properties can be 
easily tuned by controlling their sizes. The wavefunction of the 

Figure 14. a) Left: Illustration of a methylene blue molecule in cucurbit[n]uril in the NP-on-mirror geometry. Right: Scattering spectra of the NP-on-
mirror structures with one, two and three molecules in the nanogaps with fits. b) Scattering spectra of Ag nanobowties with (from top to bottom) 
one, two and three QDs in the gap with fits. Insets show the SEM images of the corresponding structures. The positions of the QDs are marked by 
red arrows. Scale bars, 20 nm. c) Measured scattering spectrum (blue) and PL spectrum (green) for a Au NP on a Ag film with QDs linked to the NP 
(sketched in the inset). d) Left: Illustration of a single QD with a 0.5-nm dielectric capping layer (Al2O3) in the plasmonic cavity composed of a tilted 
Au tip and a Au substrate. Right: PL spectra as the vertical tip-QD distance is varied from 0 to 4 nm. e) Illustration of the plasmonic nanoresonator 
probe interacting with QDs embedded in a polymer film. Left: The spectrum of a QD changes significantly when coupled to the slit-like plasmonic 
nanoresonator at the tip apex. Inset: SEM image of a nanoresonator at the apex of a probe tip. Scale bar, 100 nm. (a) Reproduced with permission.[335] 
Copyright 2016, Nature Publishing Group. (b) Reproduced with permission.[67] Copyright 2016, Nature Publishing Group. (c) Reproduced with permis-
sion.[125] Copyright 2018, Nature Publishing Group. (d) Reproduced with permission.[339] Copyright 2019, American Association for the Advancement of 
Science. (e) Reproduced with permission.[340] Copyright 2018, American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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electron (hole) can extend over thousands of atoms in the QD, 
leading to a large dipole moment. Compared with molecules, 
QDs show much higher photostability. These characteristics 
make QDs favorable for the realization of strong coupling, 
especially at the single emitter limit.

Gomez et al. reported the strong coupling between a film of 
CdSe QDs and a silver film with the SPs launched by prism 
coupling.[283] The formation of mixed plasmon–exciton polar-
iton states was demonstrated by angle-resolved attenuated total 
reflection measurements. The vacuum Rabi splitting of 112 and 
102 meV were achieved for the QDs of 3.4 and 4.3 nm in diam-
eter, respectively. For QDs coupling with Au nanohole array, 
Rabi splitting up to 220 meV was obtained from the transmis-
sion spectra.[337] For QDs coupling with Ag NP array, peak split-
ting of 100 meV in the PL spectrum was observed.[338]

Several experimental realizations of strong coupling at the 
single QD level were reported in recent years, with plasmonic 
nanogaps as the most used cavities. Santhosh et al. successfully 
put the QDs with the number one to a few into the nanogaps 
of Ag nanobowties by use of EBL defined PMMA mask and 
interfacial capillary force of water (see Figure 3g).[67] One advan-
tage of using QDs is that the number of QDs can be directly 
determined from the SEM images. Figure 14b shows the scat-
tering spectra and corresponding SEM images of the hybrid 
nanostructures with one, two, and three QDs in the nanogaps 
of Ag bowties. As can be seen, spectral splitting is discernible 
for the structure with one QD, and the splitting becomes larger 
for the structures with two and three QDs. As the electric field 
intensity is stronger at the tip of the nanotriangle than that at 
the center of the nanogap, placing the QDs close to the tip can 
produce larger Rabi splitting. Analysis to the values of the Rabi 
splitting and the damping rates of SP mode and exciton indi-
cates that the hybrid system of a silver nanobowtie and a single 
QD is close to the strong coupling regime.

Strong coupling at the single QD level was also realized 
by using the nanogap structure formed by gold NP on silver 
film.[125] The QDs were linked to gold NPs through their cap-
ping molecules, and then the NPs were deposited onto a 
silver film. For about 1% of the measured samples, splitting 
was observed in both the scattering and PL spectra, as shown 
in Figure  14c. The low fraction of strong coupling case for 
this system is mainly due to the uncertainty of the QDs in 
the nanogap between the NP and the silver film. It is worth 
to note that spectral splitting was even observed in the scat-
tering spectra for a gold NP coupled with a single QD.[70] Sim-
ilar plasmonic nanogap structure can be formed by replacing 
the Au NP by a scanning Au tip (left panel of Figure  14d).[339] 
The QDs were drop-casted on an Al2O3 coated gold film, and 
were coated by another ultrathin 0.5-nm Al2O3 layer. By scan-
ning the tip over the QD, the coupling of a single QD with the 
plasmonic nanocavity can be well controlled. Peak splitting was 
observed in the PL spectra when the tip was close to the QD. 
By controlling the lateral and vertical distance between the tip 
and the QD, the coupling strength can be tuned. Smaller tip to 
QD distance results in larger coupling strength (right panel of 
Figure 14d), with Rabi splitting up to 160 meV obtained.[339]

The splitting in the PL spectra of single QDs was also 
detected by coupling a QD to a slit-like plasmonic resonator 
fabricated on a single-crystalline gold flake that was attached 

to the cantilever of contact mode probe.[340] Colloidal QDs were 
spin-coated onto the substrate and then covered by PMMA. 
The single QD was ensured by measuring the second order 
correlation function of the PL. The precise nanopositioning 
of the resonator probe enabled precise tuning of the separa-
tion between the resonator and the QD, and the transition 
between weak and strong coupling was observed. As the plas-
monic nanoresonator scanned across the QD, its PL spectra 
showed distance dependent change. Comparing with the QD 
before the tip approaching, spectral splitting was observed, as 
shown in Figure 14e. The appearance of four peaks was attrib-
uted to that both the neutral and charged states were coupled to 
the SP mode. To measure the dispersion curves of the hybrid 
states, the excitation rate was changed to tune the plexciton 
energy, with the SP energy kept constant as determined by the 
resonator.

7.2.4. Transition Metal Dichalcogenides

The monolayers of TMDCs with the structure MX2 are semi-
conductors of direct bandgap.[341] The large transition dipole 
moment of the in-plane exciton and the small linewidth benefit 
the strong coupling of SPs and excitons in monolayer TMDCs. 
The 2D layer with atomic thickness facilitates their integration 
with plasmonic structures and promotes their application in 
studying strong coupling.

Liu et  al. investigated the strong coupling between mon-
olayer MoS2 and Ag nanodisk array, where five resonances were 
involved, including A and B excitons of monolayer MoS2, (+1,0) 
and (−1,0) diffractive orders of surface lattice resonances, and 
localized SP mode of the Ag nanodisk.[342] At low temperature 
of 77 K, four plexciton branches were observed in the angle-
resolved reflectance measurements, which were fitted using 
coupled oscillator model including five oscillators. The coupling 
strengths between the localized SP mode and both excitons are 
larger than that between the surface lattice modes and the exci-
tons. The LSPR wavelength can be tuned to match A exciton or 
B exciton, or tuned to between A and B excitons by changing 
the diameter of the nanodisks, which leads to the effective con-
trol of the coupling strength, plexciton composition, and disper-
sion. At room temperature, the anticrossing of the dispersions 
becomes less evident mainly due to the increased damping 
of excitons, while the spectral splitting for A exciton can still 
be resolved. The coupling strength between monolayer MoS2 
and Ag nanodisk array can be electrically tuned by varying 
the gate voltage.[343] The strong coupling between monolayer 
WS2 and nanohole array in Au film was also realized as evi-
denced by the anticrossing feature in the dispersions obtained 
by angle-resolved reflection spectra.[344] Moreover, the lower 
energy plexciton branch was observed in the angle-resolved PL 
spectra. For monolayer WS2 on self-assembled plasmonic crys-
tals consisting of a hexagonally packed layer of silica spheres 
coated with a silver film and a thin silica layer, strong coupling 
results in a Rabi splitting of about 160 meV in the transmission 
spectra, and valley-polarized PL emission was observed.[345]

The strong coupling between monolayer TMDCs and 
single plasmonic NPs was first demonstrated by Zheng et  al. 
in the coupled system of a single Ag nanorod and monolayer 
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WSe2.[346] Mechanically exfoliated WSe2 monolayers were 
placed on a SiO2/Si substrate, and then chemically synthe-
sized Ag nanorods were drop-casted onto the sample surface 
(Figure  15a  (i)). The third order longitudinal SP mode with 

narrower linewidth was selected for the strong coupling. For 
the same single nanorod, the SP energy was tuned by gradu-
ally depositing Al2O3 of different thickness to scan across the 
exciton energy, and spectral splitting for different detuning was 

Figure 15. Strong coupling between monolayer TMDCs and single metal nanostructures. a) (i) Sketch (top) and SEM image (bottom) of a Ag nanorod 
on WSe2 monolayer coated by Al2O3. (ii) A set of dark-field scattering spectra of the Ag nanorod in (i) with increased Al2O3 thickness. b) (i) Polariza-
tion polar plots of scattering intensities of the pristine WS2 exciton (green), high-energy hybrid mode (blue), and low-energy hybrid mode (purple) of 
the heterostructure. (ii) Purple spheres: ratios of degree of linear polarization between the low-energy hybrid mode and high-energy hybrid mode as a 
function of detuning. The purple dashed line is a guide for the eye. Solid blue line: dependence of the ratio of the plasmon fraction between the low-
energy hybrid mode and high-energy hybrid mode on the detuning. (iii) Dependence of the g V  on the N . The insets show the SEM images of the 
smallest and largest Au nanorods, where the scale bars are 50 nm. c) (i) Sketch of the hybrid structure of a Au nanobowtie and monolayer WSe2. (ii) 
The PL spectrum of monolayer WSe2 (top) and the normalized dark-field scattering spectra of various Au nanostructures coupled with monolayer WSe2 
(bottom). Insets show the SEM images of the corresponding coupled nanostructures, and the white arrows indicate the polarization directions. The 
scale bars are 50 nm. (iii) The extracted peak energies (red circles) of the scattering spectra as a function of detuning for Au nanobowties coupled with 
monolayer WSe2. The black solid lines are the fitting results with the coupling strength of 93.5 meV, and the black dashed lines indicate the energies of 
the uncoupled SPs and excitons. The orange areas are between the boundary curves representing the plexciton energies for the minimal (33.2 meV) and 
maximal (183.0 meV) coupling strengths. (iv) Simulated distribution of the single exciton coupling strength for a Au nanobowtie (with side length of 
90 nm and gap size of 10 nm) with the monolayer WSe2 on top. (v) The experimental (red triangles) and simulated (red balls) coupling strength g and 
simulated V1/  (blue balls) as a function of detuning for strong coupling between the longitudinal SP mode of Au nanobowties and the exciton state 
of monolayer WSe2. (a) Reproduced with permission.[346] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society. (b) Reproduced with permission.[347] Copyright 
2017, American Chemical Society. (c) Reproduced with permission.[348] Copyright 2020, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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clearly seen in the dark-field scattering spectra, as shown in 
Figure 15a (ii). Strong coupling in a similar system of a single 
Au nanorod on monolayer WS2 was reported by Wen et al.[347] 
The scattering light of two plexciton states is linearly polarized 
(Figure  15b  (i)), which is different from the scattering proper-
ties of the pristine WS2 exciton but follows the longitudinal 
dipolar SP mode of the Au nanorod. The ratio of the degree 
of linear polarization between the lower energy plexciton and 
higher energy plexciton is decreased as the detuning varies 
from the minus values to the positive values (purple dots in 
Figure  15b  (ii)), and follows similar trend as the ratio of the 
plasmon fraction between these two branches (blue line in 
Figure 15b (ii)). Nanorods of different sizes but with the same 
SP resonance energy that matches the exciton energy were cou-
pled with the monolayer WS2. As the mode volume is decreased 
with the decrease of the nanorod size, less excitons are involved 
in the strong coupling for smaller nanorod (Figure  15b  (iii)). 
The minimum number of excitons coupled with the nanorod 
was estimated to be about 5 for the smallest nanorod (about 
50 nm in length and 20 nm in width), corresponding to Rabi 
splitting of about 91 meV. In addition, the active control of 
strong plasmon–exciton coupling was demonstrated by varying 
temperature or applying gate voltage to tune the excitons.

Later, the strong coupling phenomena between various 
single plasmonic nanocavities and monolayer or multilayer 
TMDCs were demonstrated, for example, Au nanorod on 
monolayer WSe2,[349] Ag nanoprism on monolayer/multilayer 
WS2,[296,350,351] Au bi-pyramids on monolayer/multiplayer WSe2 
and monolayer MoS2,[352,353] Au nanodisks on monolayer/
multilayer WS2,[354] Au@Ag core−shell nanocuboid on mono-
layer MoS2 and WS2,[355] and monolayer/multilayer TMDCs in 
the nanogaps of NP-on-mirror structures.[98,356–358] While chem-
ically synthesized metal NPs are widely used for strong coupling 
with TMDCs, metal NPs made by lithography methods are 
highly desired since they are compatible with on-chip integra-
tion and their SP resonance properties can be readily engineered 
by varying the dimensions and geometries. Yan et al. studied the 
plasmon–exciton strong coupling in the coupled system of lith-
ographically fabricated single gold nanostructures and mono-
layer WSe2, as schematically shown in Figure  15c  (i).[348] Peak  
splitting was observed in all the dark-field scattering spectra for 
a gold nanobowtie and monomers of nanotriangle, nanodisk 
and nanorod coated by monolayer WSe2 (Figure  15c  (ii)). The 
SP resonance wavelength of the gold nanobowtie was tuned by 
changing the side lengths of the nanotriangles while keeping 
the nanogaps to be about 10 nm. Figure 15c (iii) shows the ener-
gies of the two plexciton branches as a function of the energy 
detuning between the longitudinal SP mode and the exciton. A 
Rabi splitting of 187 meV is achieved at zero detuning. Simu-
lation result shows that the single exciton coupling strength 
shares the same distribution as the in-plane electric field, and 
the excitons at the nanogap contribute dominantly to the total 
coupling strength (Figure  15c  (iv)). The coupling strength is 
larger for smaller nanobowties, which agrees with the trend of 
the mode volume (Figure 15c (v)).

For a clear grasp of the results reported in the literatures, 
Table 3 summarizes the key information of various strong cou-
pling systems, including the emitter and cavity types, whether 
single emitter and single plasmonic nanocavity, the types of 

measured spectra, the resonance energy ℏω0, the spectral 
linewidth of emitter ℏγ and cavity ℏκ, and the Rabi splitting ℏΩ 
(for simplicity, ℏ was omitted in Table 3). Among the four kinds 
of QEs discussed above, J-aggregates and monolayer/few-layer 
TMDCs show narrow spectral linewidths, and are most inten-
sively used in plasmon–exciton strong coupling experiments. 
Compared with J-aggregates, the Rabi splitting for TMDCs is 
generally smaller. QDs are preferable candidate for experiments 
aiming at the quantum optics limit, because the number of 
QDs can be clearly resolved by microscopy techniques and a 
single QD can be further confirmed by measuring the second 
order correlation function of the emitted photons. The different 
kinds of plasmonic structures enable nanoscale manipulation 
of optical fields, providing versatile platforms for engineering 
plasmon–exciton strong coupling.

7.3. Spatial Coherence and Temporal Response

7.3.1. Spatial Coherence

The square root dependence of the Rabi splitting on the emitter 
number implies the collective nature of strong coupling. The 
plasmon–exciton polariton states can inherit the collective prop-
erty of the SP modes, resulting in the coherent emission of the 
far separated emitters. The coherence of spatially remote emit-
ters caused by strong coupling with SPs was experimentally 
demonstrated by Guebrou et al.[359] The strong coupling system 
consists of TDBC J-aggregates on a silver film of 45 nm thick-
ness on a glass cover slip. To study the spatial coherence of the 
emission from this hybrid system, Young-type interferometric 
experiments were performed. Two slits were added to the inter-
mediate image plane of the sample, which selected the emis-
sion from two regions on both sides of the excitation spot with 
a separation distance of 2.8 µm. The strong coupling generated 
plexcitons with the radiation propagating upward and down-
ward (left panel of Figure  16a  (i)), reaching the two regions 
selected by the two slits. The radiation propagating along these 
two paths interfered on the entrance slit of the spectrometer, 
resulting in the inference fringes in the wavelength range of 
610–640 nm, as shown in the right panel of Figure  16a  (i). By 
inserting a beam block in the Fourier plane of the sample to 
select the wave vector components corresponding to the propa-
gation in the upper half-space, interference fringes were still 
visible (Figure 16a (ii)). In the case of weak coupling, no fringes 
were observed in both configurations. These results clearly 
demonstrate the spatial coherence of the plexcitonic states. By 
enlarging the laser spot to cover both interfering regions on the 
sample, interference fringes were also observed. The visibility 
of the fringes is decreased with the increase of the distance 
between two interfering regions, as shown in Figure  16a  (iii). 
The comparison for two wavelengths of 610 and 630 nm shows 
that the coherence length is reduced when the wavelength 
becomes closer to the bare exciton emission at 600 nm.

Spatial coherence was also reported in the strongly coupled 
system of periodic silver nanorod arrays covered by fluores-
cent molecules doped in PMMA.[285] The evolution of the spa-
tial coherence was observed when transiting from the weak to 
the strong coupling regime by increasing the concentration 
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Table 3. Strong coupling between QEs and different plasmonic nanostructures.

QEs Plasmonic nanostructures Single QE/ 
single NPa)

Spectral 
typeb)

ω0 [eV]c) γ [meV] κ [meV] Ω [meV]d–f) Ref.

TDBC J-aggregates in PVA Ag film ✗/✗ Ref
PL

2.104 47 70 180
–

[292]

TDBC J-aggregates Ag film ✗/✗ Ref 2.1 49 – 300 [281]

TDBC J-aggregates in PVA Ag film ✗/✗ Ref 2.09 51 330–85 *40–150 [274]

TDBC J-aggregates Ag film ✗/✗ Ref
PL

2.07 – – 300
–

[359]

TDBC J-aggregates Ag film
Corrugated Ag film

✗/✗ Ref
PL

2.1 – – 310
–

[302]

TDBC J-aggregates Corrugated Ag film ✗/✗ Ref
PL

2.07 – – 180
–

[360]

S2275 J-aggregates in PVA Thin Ag film between PVA layers ✗/✗ Ref
PL

1.91 41 4.4 26
–

[361]

DPDC J-aggregates in PVA Ag nanohole array ✗/✗ Tran 1.78 – – 250 [280]

TDBC J- aggregates Ag nanohole array ✗/✗ Ext
Abs

2.1 80 757 **313
**304

[288]

Porphyrin J-aggregates Square Ag nanohole array
Hexagonal Ag nanohole array

✗/✗ Tran 2.53 *149 190
510

300
420

[362]

Thia J-aggregates in PVA Au nanohole array ✗/✗ Tran 1.99 – – 99–245 [363]

Thia J-aggregates in PVA Au nanohole array ✗/✗ Tran 1.99 – – 260 [364]

Cyanine dye J-aggregates Spherical Au nanovoid array ✗/✗ Ref 1.85 – – 230 [307]

Cyanine dye J-aggregates Au nanoslit array ✗/✗ Ref 1.78 – – *110 [309]

Cyanine dye J-aggregates Au nanoslit array ✗/✗ Ref 1.789 – – 110 [308]

Cyanine dye J-aggregates Au nanoslit array ✗/✗ Ref 1.79 – – 110 [310]

TDBC J-aggregates Ag nanodisk array ✗/✗ Tran 2.11 52 180 450 [311]

TDBC J-aggregates Ag nanodisk array ✗/✗ Ext 2.07 32 *257–683 *380–460 [365]

TDBC J-aggregates Al nanodisk array
Al nanorod array

✗/✗ Tran 2.1 66 – 400
400

[312]

Porphyrin J-aggregates Vertically oriented Au nanorods ✗/✗ Ref
PL

1.84 – – 125
–

[366]

J-aggregates Vertically oriented Au nanorods ✗/✗ Ext 1.99 66 – 310## [367]

J-aggregates Au nanopyramid array on Au film ✗/✗ Ref 1.44 50 56 200 [313]

DPDC J-aggregates Au nanoshells in solution ✗/✗ Ext 1.79 52 – 120 [314]

JC1 J-aggregates Au nanostars in solution ✗/✗ Ext 2.08 – – **260# [315]

TDBC J-aggregates Ag nanoprisms in solution ✗/✗ Ext 2.09 51 – >400 [316]

TDBC J-aggregates Ag nanoprisms in solution ✗/✗ Ext 2.11 – – *200–400 [317]

PIC J-aggregates Ag nanoplatelets in solution ✗/✗ Ext 2.156 21 – 207 [368]

PIC J-aggregates Au hollow nanoprisms in solution ✗/✗ Ext 2.16 21 408 **198 [369]

Cyanine dye J-aggregates Ag@Au hollow nanoshells  
in solution

✗/✗ Ext 2.16 17.9 404 225 [320]

JC1 J-aggregates Au nanorods in solution ✗/✗ Ext
PL

2.09 *28 – 200
–

[318]

JC1 J-aggregates Au nanorods in solution ✗/✗ Ext 2.09 *28 215 233# [319]

JC1 J-aggregates Au@Ag nanorods in solution ✗/✗ Ext 2.10 36 – 175 [321]

TDBC J-aggregates Au@Ag nanorods in solution ✗/✗ Ext 2.11 28 160 194 [322]

TCC J-aggregates Au bipyramids in solution ✗/✗ Ext *1.78 – – 120 [370]

PIC J-aggregates Au nanocubes in solution ✗/✗ Ext 2.14 25 253 **100 [371]

TDBC J-aggregates Ag nanodisks in solution ✗/✗ Ext 2.11 32 – >300 [372]
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QEs Plasmonic nanostructures Single QE/ 
single NPa)

Spectral 
typeb)

ω0 [eV]c) γ [meV] κ [meV] Ω [meV]d–f) Ref.

TDBC J-aggregates Ag-Au nanorings in solution ✗/✗ Ext 2.11 32 – >300 [324]

TDBC J-aggregates Dimers of Au@Ag nanorods in 
solution

✗/✗ CD 2.12 50 *290 205 (left-handed)
199 (right-handed)

[325]

Chiral TDBC J-aggregates Au@Ag nanocuboids in solution ✗/✗ CD
Ext

2.12 46 296 136
214

[323]

TDBC J-aggregates Ag nanorods ✗/✓ Scat
Ext

2.11 50 *115 100
–

[328]

TDBC J-aggregates Ag nanoprisms ✗/✓ Scat 2.11 100 *200 280## [268]

TDBC J-aggregates Ag nanoprisms ✗/✓ Scat
PL

2.11 100 150 400
*100

[329]

TDBC J-aggregates Ag nanoprisms ✗/✓ Scat
PL

2.11 50 150–200 200–250
–

[373]

TDBC J-aggregates Ag nanoprisms ✗/✓ Scat – – – 200# [374]

PIC J-aggregates Au@Ag cuboid nanorods ✓/✓ Scat 2.16 25 135 78–220 [287]

TDBC J-aggregates Au@Ag nanorings
Au@Ag nanocuboids

✗/✓ Scat 2.116 25 221
–

200
156

[375]

DPDC J-aggregates in PVA Au nanodisk dimers ✗/✓ Scat 1.79 52 372 230–400 [326]

Cyanine dye J-aggregates Au NP dimers ✗/✓ Scat 2.14 30 240 150 [327]

J-aggregates Au nanocubes on Au film ✗/✓ Scat 1.91 59 187 170 [376]

R6G molecules in SU-8 Ag film ✗/✗ Ref
PL

2.29, 2.45 – – **200, 100
**230, 110

[276]

R6G molecules Thin Ag film with irregular 
nanostructures

✗/✗ Ext 2.23, 2.42 – – 380 [282]

MC molecules in PMMA Ag nanohole array ✗/✗ Tran 2.2 – – 650 [275]

H2TPPS4 molecules in PVA Ag nanohole array ✗/✗ Tran 2.9 – – 210# [377]

R6G molecules in PVA Ag nanorod array ✗/✗ Ext
PL

2.27 *200 *20 250
–

[333]

DiD molecules Ag nanorod array ✗/✗ Tran 1.85 – – *290 [285]

Rylene dye molecules in PMMA Ag nanorod array ✗/✗ Ext 2.24, 2.41 – – 220 [378]

Rylene dye molecules in PMMA Ag nanorod array ✗/✗ Ext
PL

2.24, 2.41 – – 200
–

[379]

Rylene dye molecules in PMMA Ag nanorod array ✗/✗ Ext
PL

2.24, 2.41 – – 200
–

[380]

MC molecules in PMMA Ag NP array ✗/✗ Ext *2.18 – – 294## [330]

MC molecules in PMMA Al nanodisk array ✗/✗ Tran 2.18 497 141 572 [331]

Heptamethine cyanine dye molecules Ag nanodisk array ✗/✗ Ext 1.52 *38 200 *356–550 [381]

IR-792 molecules in solution Au nanodisk array ✗/✗ Ref
PL

1.53 150 10 164
–

[382]

HITC molecules Au nanotriangle array ✗/✗ Ext 1.69 90 210 *200–540 [332]

HITC molecules Tip-to-side triangular Ag NP dimer array ✗/✗ Ext 1.65 50 140 390 [286]

Atto 532 molecules Ag nanocubes on Ag film ✗/✗ Ref 2.33 65 215 152 [289]

Methylene blue molecules Au NPs on Au film ✓/✓ Scat 1.86 85 *122 90 [335]

Atto 647 molecules Au NPs on Au film ✓/✓ Scat
PL

1.92 – – –
*60

[336]

CdSe QD film Ag film ✗/✗ Ref 2.175
*2.08

100
187

– 112
102

[283]

CdSe QD film Au nanohole array ✗/✗ Tran 2.05 – – 220 [337]

CdSe/ZnS QDs Ag NP array ✗/✗ PL 2.01 65.82 – 100# [338]

CdSe/ZnS QDs Ag NP array ✗/✗ PL 2.07 70 45 100# [383]

Table 3. Continued.
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QEs Plasmonic nanostructures Single QE/ 
single NPa)

Spectral 
typeb)

ω0 [eV]c) γ [meV] κ [meV] Ω [meV]d–f) Ref.

CdZnS/ZnS QDs Al-QDs-Al nanodisks ✗/✓ CL 2.83 190 – 1200 [300]

CdSe/ZnS QDs Ag nanobowties ✓/✓ Scat 1.8 130 385 **176# [67]

CdSe/ZnS QDs Ag nanobowties ✗/✓ EELS 1.8
2.0

110–130 350–395 **200#

**160#

[297]

CdSe/CdS QDs Au NP dimer ✗/✓ Scat, PL 2.09 *95 *240 *370# [384]

CdSeTe/ZnS QDs in PMMA Slit-like Au nanoresonator at tip apex ✓/✓ PL 1.55 – 78 110 [340]

CdSe/CdS QDs Au NPs on Ag film ✓/✓ Scat
PL

1.92 40–100 100 230#

–
[125]

CdSe/ZnS QDs Au tip above Au substrate ✓/✓ PL 1.870 65 176 163## [339]

Carbon QDs Au NPs on Au film ✗/✓ Scat 1.82 100 *160 140 [385]

Monolayer WS2 Au nanohole array ✗/✗ Tran
PL

2.016 28 36 60
–

[344]

Monolayer WS2 Chirped Ag nanogroove array ✗/✗ Ref 2.028 40 240 **54 [386]

Monolayer MoS2 Au nanogroove array ✗/✗ Ref 1.84 – – **65 [154]

Monolayer WS2 Ag coated monolayer of silica spheres ✗/✗ Tran
PL

2.03 – – 160
–

[345]

Monolayer WS2

2-layer WS2

4-layer WS2

16-layer WS2

Ag nanorod array ✗/✗ Ref 2.023 28, 25
59
62
60

54, 60
55
61
67

47, 52
58
78
100

[387]

Monolayer WSe2 Ag nanorods ✗/✓ Scat 1.659 43 98 **49.5 [346]

Monolayer WS2 Au nanorods ✗/✓ Scat 1.950 57 149 91−133 [347]

Small pieces of monolayer WS2 Au nanorods ✗/✓ Scat
PL

1.960 50 130 **41
**39

[388]

Monolayer WSe2 Au nanorods ✗/✓ Scat 1.67 47 82 98 [349]

Monolayer MoS2

Monolayer WS2

Au@Ag nanocuboid ✗/✓ Scat 1.881–1.806
2.021–1.962

59–75
65–95

197–212 **62.4–36.2#

**72.4–82#

[355]

Monolayer WSe2

2-layer WSe2

3-layer WSe2

4-layer WSe2

8-layer WSe2

Au bi-pyramids ✗/✓ Scat 1.67 44
66
56
68
63

110 83.1
*89
*96
*102
*101

[352]

Monolayer MoS2 Au bi-pyramids ✗/✓ Scat 1.88–1.90 50 105 80 [353]

Monolayer WS2 Au nanotriangles on glass in water ✗/✓ Scat 2.02 100
86

148
278

339.20#

198.51#

[389]

Monolayer WS2

7-layer WS2

Au nanodisks ✗/✓ Scat 1.963
1.942

28
44

170 108
175

[354]

6-layer WS2 Ag truncated nanopyramids ✗/✓ EELS
Scat

2.03 70 210 **130
–

[296]

Monolayer WS2 Ag nanoprisms ✗/✓ Scat 2.012 20 190 120 [350]

Monolayer WS2 Ag nanoprisms ✗/✓ Scat 2.05
2.01

23
43

120 96
**76

[351]

Monolayer WSe2 Au nanobowties
Au nanodisks

Au nanoprisms
Au nanorods

✗/✓ Scat 1.673 55 204
*452
*279
*190

187
**223
**159
**121

[348]

12-layer WSe2 Au NPs on Au film ✗/✓ Scat
PL

1.63 70 – 137
–

[356]

Monolayer WSe2 Ag nanocubes on Ag film ✗/✓ Scat 1.66 45 130 **36.7 [98]

Monolayer WS2 Ag nanocubes on Ag film ✗/✓ Scat 2.02 50 220 145 [357]

Table 3. Continued.
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of molecules. It was found that the spatial coherence length 
increased with the increase of the weight of the plasmonic com-
ponent in the mixed state, and high degree of spatial coherence 
was observed even when the mode was very exciton-like. In a 
similar system, the long-range spatial coherence of nonlinear 
emission was demonstrated.[378]

7.3.2. Temporal Response

In the strong coupling regime, the energy can transfer back 
and forth between the emitter and the SPs, known as Rabi 
oscillation, with the period TR  ≈ 2π/Ω. While the Rabi oscil-
lation with time and Rabi splitting in spectra are two aspects  

Figure 16. a) Spatial coherence property for the strong coupling sample of J-aggregates on a silver film. (i) Left: Sketch of the propagation mechanism. 
Right: Interference pattern recorded without selection on the wave vector. (ii) Interference pattern recorded with only the upward propagation. The 
intensity profile measured along the white dotted line is drawn on the right side of the figure. (iii) Visibility of the fringes as a function of the interslit 
distance for two detection wavelengths (610 and 630 nm). b) Temporal response for the strong coupling sample of J-aggregates on a gold nanoslit array. 
(i) Schematic of coherent ultrafast spectroscopy on a hybrid nanostructure consisting of a 50-nm-thick film of J-aggregate molecules in a polymer matrix 
coated onto a gold nanoslit array. Strongly localized SP fields (in red) exist in and near the slits. Incident and reflected laser pulses and J-aggregate 
excitons are shown schematically. (ii) Time evolution of the ∆R/R signal near the lower plexciton resonance measured at two different incidence angles 
θ, exhibiting pronounced sub-40 fs Rabi oscillations. The shorter oscillation period for θ = 39o reflects the increased exciton–SP detuning. Simulated 
dynamics for θ = 39o is shown as a dashed line (shifted vertically by −0.025). (iii) Experimental (open symbols) and calculated (solid lines) oscillation 
periods and plexciton energies as a function of θ. (a) Reproduced with permission.[359] Copyright 2012, American Physical Society. (b) Reproduced with 
permission.[308] Copyright 2013, Nature Publishing Group.

QEs Plasmonic nanostructures Single QE/ 
single NPa)

Spectral 
typeb)

ω0 [eV]c) γ [meV] κ [meV] Ω [meV]d–f) Ref.

Monolayer WS2 Au nanoprisms on Au film ✗/✓ Scat
PL

1.99 50 180 163
–

[358]

Monolayer MoS2 Ag nanocubes on Au film ✗/✓ Scat 1.86 50 280 190 [390]

Monolayer MoS2 Au nanospheres on Au film ✗/✓ Scat
PL

1.865 30 45 130
–

[391]

Monolayer WS2 Ga NPs on Au film ✗/✓ Scat 2.02 33 258 122.5 [392]

a)✗ and ✓ represent no and yes, respectively; b)spectral type Ref, Tran, Scat, Abs, Ext, CD, EELS, and CL represent reflection, transmission, scattering, absorption, extinc-
tion, circular dichroism, electron energy loss spectroscopy, and cathodoluminescence, respectively; c)* marks the data estimated according to the literatures; d)** marks 
the data which do not strictly satisfy the criterion of strong coupling; e)# indicates that the data for anticrossing in dispersion relation are not provided; f)## marks the value 
which is not the Rabi splitting at zero detuning.

Table 3. Continued.
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of the same physical phenomenon, nearly all studies reported 
the spectral response, which can be more easily obtained. As 
shown in Table 3, the Rabi splitting for the coupled plasmonic 
structures and emitters is usually at the level of about 100 meV, 
corresponding to the Rabi oscillation period of about tens of 
femtoseconds, which requires ultrafast optical techniques to be 
detected in experiments.

Vasa et  al. studied the ultrafast Rabi oscillation in the 
hybrid system of J-aggregates and gold nanoslit array 
(Figure  16b  (i)).[308] The strong coupling was demonstrated by 
angle-resolved reflectivity measurements with the Rabi split-
ting of about 110 meV for a grating with period of 430 nm. To 
resolve the ultrafast dynamic process, angle-resolved pump-
probe spectroscopy was performed on the strong coupling 
system. Nearly collinearly propagating, p-polarized pump and 
probe pulses with sub-15 fs duration and centered at 1.8  eV 
were weakly focused onto the sample at variable incidence 
angle. The plexciton dynamics was probed by monitoring the 
differential reflectivity spectrum ∆R/R as a function of probe 
frequency and time delay between pump and probe pulses.

For incidence angle of 39o, the differential reflectivity signal 
near the lower plexciton resonance (1.65 eV) shows clear signa-
tures of Rabi oscillations with a period of about 27 fs (red line 
in Figure  16b  (ii)). The simulations reproduce the oscillatory 
lower plexciton dynamics (black dashed line in Figure 16b (ii)). 
When decreasing the detuning between the SP and exciton 
by changing the incidence angle to 31o, the oscillation period 
increases to about 37 fs. Experimental results of Rabi period 
for several values of the detuning are consistent with the simu-
lation results (Figure  16b  (iii)). At high pump fluence and for 
small detuning, much stronger dispersive nonlinearities of 
lower plexcitons were observed with clear signatures of Rabi 
oscillations, and the Rabi period decreases progressively with 
increasing delay. Out-of-phase Rabi oscillations on the upper 
plexciton branch was also observed. The plasmon–exciton 
population transfer induces the transient oscillations in exciton 
density, which gives rise to a periodic modulation of Rabi split-
ting and thus optical nonlinearity. The coherent manipulation 
of the coupling energy by pump light on a timescale of tens of 
femtoseconds provides a route toward all-optical ultrafast nano-
photonic devices.

8. Applications

8.1. Plasmon Modified Spontaneous Emission

The plasmon modified spontaneous emission can be used in 
various applications, such as sensing, imaging, light harvesting, 
anticounterfeiting, light emitting devices, single-photon 
sources, and various other plasmonic devices. Based on Pur-
cell effect, an emitter will undergo drastic increase in its decay 
rate when approaching a plasmonic nanostructure, and the 
decay rate is sensitive to their relative distance. This provides 
a method for sensing the LDOS (related with the PL lifetime) 
and the distance between the emitter and plasmonic struc-
ture. The LDOS sensing can be accomplished by attaching the 
emitter to a scanning probe. By scanning the emitter around 
the plasmonic nanostructure, the lifetime mapping can be 

obtained. Fluorescence lifetime imaging was demonstrated by 
scanning a fluorescent nanobead and a NV center across gold 
or silver NWs.[74,75] Spatial oscillations of QD lifetime close to a 
silver NW was observed by controlling the QD position using a 
microfluidic device.[45]

The plasmon-enhanced fluorescence can be used to probe the 
electric field distribution of hot spots. Cang et al. demonstrated 
the imaging of fluorescence enhancement profile of single hot 
spots as small as 15 nm with an accuracy down to 1.2 nm.[393] 
As a result of the Brownian motion, single molecules will 
adsorb randomly on the surface of the sample (Al thin films 
and Ag NP clusters), and produce bright fluorescence when 
coming to the hot spots. By using a maximum likelihood single 
molecule localization method, the position of the molecule can 
be determined with single-nanometer accuracy. With hundreds 
of frames of images recorded, the positions of molecules and 
corresponding fluorescence intensity were obtained, producing 
the fluorescence enhancement profile around the hot spots. It 
is noted that the result in this study is the profile of fluores-
cence enhancement instead of electromagnetic field enhance-
ment, since both the absorption enhancement and emission 
modification contribute to fluorescence enhancement. To elimi-
nate the influence of emission enhancement, Mack et al. used 
fluorescent molecules with the absorption maximum matching 
the plasmon resonance and the fluorescence emission wave-
length far away from the plasmon wavelength.[394] This wide-
field method provides a high-throughput way to reconstruct 
the interaction maps of single molecules and plasmonic nano-
structures by highly parallelized ensemble-level single molecule 
detection.[395]

The enhanced fluorescence also enables super-resolution 
imaging methods by combining with scanning probe micros-
copy. By attaching a single gold NP to the tip of the scanning 
probe, super-resolution imaging of single molecules was 
achieved with the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 
fluorescence image about 65 nm.[5,6] A plasmonic antenna can 
also be fabricated on the tip to image fluorescent molecules. 
By using an Al nanoantenna sculpted with a focused ion beam 
at the end face of an aperture near-field fiber probe, small 
single molecule fluorescence spot with FWHM ≈30  nm was 
obtained.[176] Akin to the plasmonic antenna attached to a scan-
ning probe, a metal tip can play the similar role.[396]

The plasmonic nanostructures can be used to improve the 
performance of solid state light sources, such as light emitting 
diodes (LEDs).[397] The efficiency of a LED is the product of exci-
tation efficiency, quantum yield (also called internal quantum 
efficiency), and extraction efficiency which is the fraction of 
light radiated into free space. The quantum yield improve-
ment of InGaN quantum well was demonstrated by depositing 
Ag film or fabricating Ag grating structures on the quantum 
well with a spacer between them.[398] For the emitters with 
high quantum yield, the enhancement of emission intensity 
can be achieved by enhanced excitation efficiency and extrac-
tion efficiency.[399] By using plasmonic structures, the radia-
tion direction of the emitters can be tailored without the need 
of secondary optical components, providing a practicable way 
for miniaturization and integration. The spectral resonance 
properties also make it possible to selectively enhance the emis-
sion at certain spectral range, providing more possibilities for 
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designing high performance white light and colored LEDs. 
Moreover, it is reported that plasmonic nanostructures can 
enhance the stability of organic LED.[400]

The plasmon modified spontaneous emission provides 
valuable ways to tailor the properties of single-photon sources 
based on single QEs. As discussed in Section  5, the bright-
ness, emission direction, and polarization can all be modified 
by plasmonic nanostructures. Coupling single QEs with plas-
monic waveguides provides fundamental building blocks for 
constructing quantum nanophotonic circuits, as discussed in 
Section 6.

8.2. Strong Coupling

In the strong coupling regime, the polariton states of part light 
and part matter provide new opportunities for various poten-
tial applications. The typical effective mass of polariton is only 
around 10−4–10−5 times the free electron mass,[401,402] resulting 
in a large de Broglie wavelength even at room temperature. As 
the bosons can undergo Bose–Einstein condensation (BEC) 
when their de Broglie wavelength becomes comparable to their 
average separation,[401] the polaritons provide a platform to 
realize BEC at room temperature.[403,404] In the hybrid system 
of silver nanorod array and R6G molecules, thermalization and 
cooling of plasmon–exciton polaritons were observed.[333] In a 
similar system composed of silver nanorod array and rylene dye 
molecules, the formation of a nonequilibrium room tempera-
ture plexciton condensate was demonstrated.[380] Time-resolved 
experiments revealed the picosecond dynamics and a 2.5 meV 
energy blueshift of the condensate. A spatial coherence length 
longer than 100 µm was observed, well over the excitation spot 
size. The condensation was also realized in a system consisting 
of an array of gold NPs overlaid with a solution of dye mole-
cules. It occurred only for pump pulse durations below a crit-
ical value of 100–250 fs, showing the ultrafast character of the 
thermalization and condensate formation.[382]

Similar with BEC, due to the bosonic nature of exciton polar-
itons, lasing without population inversion can occur in strong 
coupling systems.[405–407] Based on an array of metal NPs and 
organic emitters, plasmon–exciton polariton laser was demon-
strated.[379] The rylene dye molecules in PMMA matrix were 
spin-coated on a silver nanorod array. The dark plasmon mode 
of the array with low loss contributes to the accumulation of the 
plexciton population, leading to lasing with very low threshold 
power.

In addition, the plasmon–exciton strong coupling can 
be exploited for coherent emission,[285,359,378,408] nonlin-
earities,[409–411] quantum entanglement,[412,413] single-photon 
sources,[414] and sensing.[415] Other than the applications in 
optics, strong coupling can alter the material properties. It is 
reported that photobleaching of organic chromophores can be 
suppressed by strong coupling.[374] For the organic molecules 
of TDBC J-aggregates strongly coupled with a silver nano-
prism, a 100-fold stabilization of the J-aggregates was found for 
red-detuned plasmon mode, which was attributed to the sup-
pressed population transfer from the excited singlet state to the 
long-lived triplet state because of the very short lifetime of plex-
citons (≈10 fs).

9. Conclusions and Outlook

We have reviewed the main fundamental aspects of plasmon 
modified spontaneous emission of QEs, the coupling of plas-
monic waveguides and QEs, and the plasmon–exciton strong 
coupling. Plasmonic nanostructures function as optical nano-
antennas to concentrate electromagnetic field into nanoscale 
spaces, enhance the local electromagnetic field and LDOS, and 
thus enhance the fluorescence intensity and shorten the life-
time. Especially, plasmonic nanogaps provide nanocavities with 
extremely large field enhancement and small mode volume, 
leading to most significant modification to spontaneous emis-
sion. The spectral profiles of SP resonances lead to the specific 
spectral shapes of the fluorescence. The emission direction can 
be well controlled by proper design of the plasmonic nanostruc-
ture, which can benefit the efficient collection of fluorescence. 
The plasmonic antennas also influence the polarization of fluo-
rescence emission by plasmon–exciton coupling with high effi-
ciency. The interaction between SPs and excitons can mediate 
the energy transfer processes between QEs, enabling energy 
transfer over longer distances. Moreover, SPs can also modify 
the multiexciton processes in QEs, suppress fluorescence 
blinking, and mediate the cooperative emission and entangle-
ment of multiple QEs.

Plasmonic nanowaveguides can not only function as optical 
nanoantennas to modify the spontaneous emission of QEs, but 
also guide the electromagnetic signals over long distances with 
the field confinement beyond the diffraction limit. Therefore, 
the coupling of QEs and nanowaveguides provides more pos-
sibilities to manipulate and utilize the spontaneous emission of 
QEs. We have reviewed the coupling of QEs, especially single 
QEs, with various plasmonic waveguides, among which chemi-
cally synthesized Ag NWs are mostly used. Due to the single 
photon emission properties, single QEs coupling with plas-
monic waveguides provide a fundamental building block for 
quantum plasmonic nanocircuits.

The strong coupling of plasmons and excitons leads to the for-
mation of light–matter mixed plexciton states. The small mode 
volume of SPs leads to stronger vacuum electric field and thus 
larger coupling strength, in favor of the realization of strong 
coupling. We have reviewed the strong coupling of J-aggregates, 
molecules, QDs, and 2D TMDCs with various plasmonic nano-
structures, mainly including metal films, metal nanohole/NP 
arrays, and single plasmonic nanocavities. Strong coupling at 
single exciton level has been demonstrated in experiments for 
molecules, J-aggregates, and QDs. Monolayer TMDCs with large 
transition dipole moment and other particular properties, such 
as the locked spin and valley degrees of freedom and atomic 
thickness, have attracted much attention and been widely used in 
the study of plasmon–exciton strong coupling.

The coupling strength between QEs and plasmonic nano-
structures sensitively depends on many factors, such as their 
separation distance, orientation and strength of exciton dipole, 
plasmon mode profile and volume, and spectral matching. 
Therefore, realizing precisely controlled coupling systems is 
highly desired, and advanced techniques to assemble or fabri-
cate such systems need be developed. Moreover, the develop-
ment of exciton materials less susceptible to photodamage will 
help to develop nanophotonic devices with longer durability.
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In the weak coupling regime, designing and realizing sys-
tems with multiple outstanding properties such as high 
brightness, large decay rates, high quantum yield, and narrow 
emission angle range will be very attractive. The improvement 
of emission performances can also promote their applications 
in various devices. Largely hindered by the difficulties of pre-
cisely preparing coupled systems, the experimental study of 
interaction between QEs mediated by SPs is quite limited, and 
the progress in this direction may be promoted with the devel-
opment of advanced technologies. Plasmonic nanostructures 
provide a versatile platform to realize plasmon–exciton strong 
coupling at ambient conditions at nanoscale. In addition to 
pushing the strong coupling to the limit of single exciton and 
single plasmonic nanocavity, other aspects of and the rich phe-
nomena related to strong coupling, such as those mentioned in 
Sections 7.3 and 8.2, need further investigation. With optimized 
structure designs and improved material properties, larger 
Rabi splitting can be expected, which may lead to the regime 
of ultrastrong coupling. The study of plasmon–exciton interac-
tions can help to reveal the fundamental quantum optics and 
cavity quantum electrodynamics phenomena at nanoscale, and 
advance the developments of burgeoning quantum technology 
and various nanophotonic applications. With the progress of 
nanotechnologies and advanced materials, new developments 
of plasmon–exciton interactions and corresponding applica-
tions will be seen.
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